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HOW THIS LIST CAME INTO BEING

This grave list began as a joint initiative between the Oettingen Local Museum and Harburg Project in memory of the Jewish community that once existed in Oettingen for hundreds of years. We tried hard to complete the family history background of every deceased, but we were not successful in some cases, sometimes just because of legal restrictions, as registrars in Germany are only allowed to reveal vital records to direct descendants of the deceased.

For the first time in their long history, the Jewish community of Oettingen started their own cemetery in 1850. Before then and going back beyond the “Thirty Years War” (1618-1648), the central burial site for the historic County of Oettingen was in Wallerstein, alongside the cemetery of Aufhausen (serving Aufhausen, Baldern and Lauchheim) and the cemetery of Harburg since 1671 (serving Harburg, Moenchsdieggen and Ederheim). It was only during the 19th century that all other Jewish communities of this area got their own burial grounds (except Ederheim and Kleinerdlingen) and finally Noerldingen as well, whose Jewish community was newly founded in 1870 (after their expulsion in 1507), and burials at their cemetery started in 1878.

An essential and invaluable source for this grave list has been Mario Jacoby's photo documentation of 1988, at which time he took pictures of all the gravestones of the Oettingen Jewish cemetery. Over the last 17 years the legibility of inscriptions has drastically declined, and some inscriptions have even vanished completely. As most grave monuments are made of sandstone, their surface condition deteriorates rapidly, caused by the influence of wind, frost and sun. In one or two decades the photos of Mario Jacoby will be the only remaining reliable source, leaving an impression of the beauty of the original inscriptions that by that time will have become completely illegible. This also concerns the ivory covered head stones, their inscriptions can no longer be identified.

The graves in this list were numbered by Mario Jacoby in a completely new order (= photo number), as only a few of the original numbers (= grave number) still exist on the gravestones, not enough for establishing a complete number system. Before 1813 only a few Jewish families had last names. For better identification, we chose to add last names to parents even in cases where it were only the children who adopted their own last names in 1813.

Most Jews in Oettingen during the 19th century had two "given" names, one that was given traditionally to them when born, another that was chosen by themselves as a Christianized version (i.e. Bela became Babette). The grave list generally shows the personally chosen (Christianized) version, whereas most graves show the traditional version.

This grave list was compiled very carefully; however errors are inevitable due to the variety of sources with which we had to deal. Nonetheless, this list remains a valuable tool for locating those who have died and getting a feeling of how they once lived. This list is also a good tool for those who want to start researching their own family history.

The 19th century gravestones usually have an extensive Hebrew inscription facing east and a short German inscription facing west. A few gravestones bare poetic inscriptions in German rhyme, which are provided in this grave list in their original German verses in blue. These verses would be difficult to translate suitably into English.

The first three noted gravestones were only recently detected by chance, hidden under ground outside the grave area (but still within the cemetery). Their original position is unknown, so they are marked by the letter 'X'.

Grateful acknowledgements go to Dr Petra Ostenrieder (Local Museum Oettingen), Dr Joachim Hahn (Alemannia Judaica) and various other archivists who provided essential and valuable help for this project.
X01 = 003  SARA HAUSNER  (25 Mar 1850 Oettingen – 7 Oct 1850 Oettingen)
daughter of Josua Hausner + wife Babette nee Goldschmidt

X02 = 074  MARX KRONHEIMER  (18 Apr 1790 Oettingen – 21 Jan 1861 Oettingen)
unmarried son of Simon Baer Kronheimer + wife Kroenle

X03 = 067  BELA LAEMMERMEYER  (6 Apr 1784 Oettingen – 7 Dec 1859 Oettingen)
unmarried daughter of Kalman Levi Laemermeyer + wife Kela

001 = 002  KOPPEL WASSER  (4 Jun 1792 Oettingen - 22 Sep 1850 Oettingen)
unmarried son of Joseph Isak Wasser + wife Babette nee Michelbacher
Koppel Wasser’s father was born in Oberdorf and moved to Oettingen around 1779,
he first called himself “Oberdorfer”, since 1813 “Wassermann” and finally “Wasser”

002 = ---  ABRAHAM SPRINGER  (13 Jun 1828 Oettingen – 20 Dec 1850 Oettingen)
unmarried tinsmith, son of Wolf Springer + wife Babet

003 = ---  empty space

004 = 050  LEHMANN LAEMMERMEYER  (ca 1786 Oettingen - 28 May 1857 Oettingen)
(born as Laemmle) unmarried son of Kalman Levi Laemermeyer + wife Kehla

005 = ---  empty space

006 = ---  ADOLPH NEUBURGER  (11 Dec 1817 Oettingen - 23 Apr 1851 Oettingen)
unmarried clerk, son of lotto collector Salomon Hirsch Neuburger + wife Zierl

007 = 038  MOSSES BADMANN  (22 Jan 1803 Oettingen - 27 Aug 1855 Oettingen)
unmarried merchant, son of Isak Koppel Badmann + second wife Meile nee Cohen

008 = ---  SAMUEL KRONHEIMER  (18 Jan 1785 Oettingen - 24 Nov 1858 Oettingen)
unmarried son of school teacher Simon Baer Kronheimer + wife Koenle

 grave inscription in German language (translated from Hebrew by Mario Jacoby in 1988):
Hier ist verborgen
Der Mann, der ehrbare Herr Samuel, Sohn unseres Herrn Lehrers and Rabbiners
Simon Kronheimer, seligen Angedenken
Er verstarb in gutem Namen (bzw in gutem Alter ?) am Mittwoch den 17 Kislew (= November)
im Jahr 619 der kleinen Zählung (= 1858)
Sein Ruhm war besser als ein guter Bissen, in Spenden und guten Taten
Seit seiner Jugend war er an's Haus gefesselt, litt unter Schmerzen
und lernte die Thora and Gottesfurcht aus dem Munde seines Vaters, Lehrers and Rabbiners
Simon, des Gerechten und Tadelosen
Er wurde zu seinem Volk gesammelt als lebenssatter Greis, damit er seinen Lohn ernten moege
vom lebendigen Herrn aller Welten
Seine Seele sei eingebunden im Buendel des Lebens

009 = ---  empty space

010 = 101  MENDEL RIES  (ca 1787 Hainsfarth - 3 Mar 1866 Oettingen)
unmarried broker, had his home at the Prince's Brewery in Oettingen

011 = ---  empty space

012 = ---  BABET (Besle) SPRINGER  (ca 1793 Cronheim - 20 Oct 1856 Oettingen)
daughter of Hirsch Wambold + wife Breindel (last name "Wambold" only existed since 1813)
moved since 1 Jan 1822 to grocery dealer Wolf Wolf Springer in Oettingen (grave 068)
(3 Dec 1782 Oettingen – 18 Mar 1862 Oettingen)
son of Wolf Borich + second wife Kela

013 = --- empty space

014 = 140 LOEW KRONHEIMER (16 Aug 1787 Oettingen - 18 Nov 1870 Oettingen)
unmarried thora calligrapher and former hazzan in Oettingen
son of teacher Simon Baer Kronheimer + wife Kroenle

015 = 052 JACOB FROHMANN (ca 1775 Oettingen - 6 Jul 1857 Oettingen)
drapery dealer, son of Amson Jacob Frohmann + wife Voegele
married since 30 Apr 1805 to Guetel Chaja (grave 154)
(ca 1770 Lauchheim – 10 Jul 1867 Oettingen)
daughter of Salomon Levi

016 = 029 SAMSON SCHWAB (ca 1778 Kleinerdlingen - 25 Sep 1853 Oettingen)
son of Court Jew Abraham Jonas Schwab + wife Fanni
negotiator and head of Jewish Community Oettingen
married since 6 Jul 1797 to Mina (Mindel) (grave 052)
(ca 1772 Segnitz - 31 Aug 1852 Oettingen)
daughter of Moyses Baer
Court Jew Abraham Jonas Schwab had lived in Kleinerdlingen before 1784. As a result of
the great fire (which destroyed most houses in Kleinerdlingen), he then moved to Oettingen

017 = --- MOSES DAVID OBERDORFER (ca 1773 Oberdorf - 15 May 1855 Steinhart)
merchant in Oettingen, son of David Moses Model in Oberdorf
married since 14 Feb 1804 in Oettingen to Roesle née Frank (grave 053)
(3 Dec 1772 Oettingen – 18 Nov 1852 Oettingen)
daughter of Simon Borich (ca 1732 Oettingen – 4 Mar 1793 Oettingen)
and his wife Voegele (ca 1732 Oettingen – 4 Nov 1817 Oettingen)
Voegele's last name since 1813 was "Frank"

018 = 050 JOSEF ASCHAFFENBURGER (26 Apr 1785 Oettingen - 18 Feb 1854 Oettingen)
broker, son of Mendel Joseph Aschaffenburger + wife Zerle
married since 30 Apr 1823 to Klara (also called Guetel) (grave 243)
(ca 1791 Kleinerdlingen – 22 Dec 1874 Wassertruedingen)
daughter of Isaiaas in Kleinerdlingen
A Jesaias Kleinerdlinger died on 2 Apr 1814 in Oettingen at age 80
and could have been Klara's father

019 = --- ARON GOLDBACHER (ca 1786 Hainsfarth – 26 Dec 1868 Oettingen)
son of Lazarus Loeb Goldbacher + wife Theres
married since 1 Feb 1813 in Oettingen to Blumele née Geiger (grave 149)
(ca 1784 Hainsfarth – 1 Apr 1866 Oettingen)
daughter of Raphael Salomon Geiger + wife Telz
grave inscription partially destroyed, only Hebrew side kept in legible shape

020 = --- ISAAK BETTMANN (24 Jan 1809 Oettingen - 22 Feb 1853 Oettingen)
court of justice taxer and hides & pelts trader, also deputy of the Jewish community
son of Marx David Bettmann + wife Hendel née Regensburger
married since 14 Mar 1837 to Caecilia née Schwarz (grave 286)
(ca 1808 Pappenheim – 5 Sept 1881 Oettingen)
daughter of Samuel Schwarz + wife Bluemele

021 = 015 SALOMON HESSEL STEINER (ca 1770 Steinhart - 18 Jul 1852 Oettingen)
son of hazzan Hessel in Steinhart (died 1793) + wife Zierle (died 1801)
cook and drapery dealer in Oettingen
married since 26 Apr 1797 (in Oettingen) to Adelheid (born as Edel) née Springer
(16 Jul 1770 Oettingen – 5 Jun 1841 Oettingen) buried in Wallerstein
daughter of cook Hirsch Salomon (who died 30 Mar 1810 in Oettingen at age 80)
who was married to Reigel (who died 12 Feb 1812 at age 80)
last name "Springer" was only adopted by descendants in 1813

022 = --- no grave inscription on both sides perceptible, grave monument placed upside down!

023 = 011 HIRSCH JONAS GUTMANN (30 Apr 1775 Oettingen - 2 Jun 1851 Oettingen)
merchant, son of Jonas Hirsch (last name "Gutmann" since 1813) + wife Therese
married since 18 Aug 1795 (1) to Lea nee Gutmann
(ca 1777 Oberdorf – 14 Mar 1836 Oettingen)
daughter of Lazarus Baer Gutmann + wife Sprinz nee Monheimer
married since 24 Mar 1840 (2) to widow Fanni/Voegele Neumayer (grave 196)
(ca April 1789 Hainsfarth – 27 Oct 1869 Oettingen)
daughter of Jacob in Hainsfarth
Fanni was first married since 29 Mar 1827 to Sandel Mayer Neumayer (1766-1838) in Oberdorf

024 = --- JOSEPH LOEB HERRMANN (ca 1774 Egenhausen - 12 April 1851 Oettingen)
cattle dealer + farmer (Nr 16 as Joseph Loew Hirsch "Herrmann" in Oettingen matrikel)
moved since ca 1808 to Hanna/Henle (ca 1782 - 13 Juli 1850 Oettingen)
daughter of Court Jew Abraham Jonas Schwab + wife Feigele/Fanni
Joseph Loeb's wife was buried in Wallerstein, as burials in Oettingen only started in August 1850

025 = 004? JACOB MICHELBAKER (4 Aug 1776 Oettingen - 13 Dec 1850 Oettingen)
merchant, son of Nathan Isaac Michelbacher + first wife Reicke
married since 1 Dec 1796 to Adelheid
(ca 1775 Feuchtwangen – 11 Feb 1830 Oettingen) buried in Wallerstein
daughter of Gabriel in Feuchtwangen

026 = 301 LEOPOLD GUTMANN (16 Jul 1841 Oettingen – 5 Nov 1898 Oettingen)
unmarried notary book keeper, son of leather trader Nathan Gutmann + wife Fanni nee Waldmann

027 = 299 JAKOB KLEEMANN (17 Jul 1842 Theilheim - 16 May 1898 Oettingen)
son of Wolf Pfeifer Kleemann + wife Bayerle nee Baumblatt
shochet and servant of Jewish Community Oettingen, died as a widower
once had served as a teacher for Jewish religion for 22 years in Neustadt/Odenwald
married since 1868 (in Steinhart) to Zilli Oberdorfer
(18 Dec 1844 Steinhart - ?) died before 1898, but not in Oettingen
daughter of Salomon Oberdorfer + wife Genendel

028 = 298 SIGMUND KUGLER (16 Jan 1858 Hainsfarth – 3 May 1898 Oettingen)
horse dealer in Oettingen, son of Bernhard + wife Klara nee Kugler
married (1) since 16 Jan 1888 in Gunzenhausen to Marie nee Goldstein
(4 Sept 1864 Untermerzbach – 18 Dec 1891 Oettingen) (grave 036)
daughter of Max Goldstein + wife Jeannette
married (2) since 18 Aug 1892 to Emilie Goldstein = sister of first wife
(8 Aug 1856 Untermerzbach – 12 Jan 1909 Oettingen) (grave 137)

029 = 297 FEIST STRAUSS (17 Dec 1834 Kleinheubach – 27 Apr 1898 Munich)
teacher + hazzan in Oettingen since 1868
son of Wolf Strauss in Kleinheubach (teacher + hazzan since 1814, died 26 Oct 1865)
moved since ca 1865 to Sophie nee Schwab (grave 193)
(22 Apr 1837 Westheim near Hammelburg - 7 Jan 1912 Oettingen)
daughter of teacher Heinemann Schwab + wife Mariam nee Hessberg
Feist Strauss died in Munich at Professor Angerer's surgical clinic,
his successor as teacher in Oettingen was Otto Schwarz from Binswangen

030 = --- JOSEF KAHN (ca 1837 unknown where - 13 Apr 1898 Oettingen)
clerk from Neckarsulm, divorced, died in Oettingen hospital
031 = 294  HEINRICH HEYMANN (24 Aug 1819 Steinhart - 30 Sept 1897 Oettingen)  
merchant, son of Moses Heymann + wife Gietel  
moved to Oettingen  
married since 2 Mar 1852 (in Steinhart) to Bertha Gutmann (grave 044)  
(18 Feb 1831 Berolzheim – 22 Feb 1890 Oettingen)  
daughter of Mahrum Gutmann + wife Sara

032 = 293  SELIGMANN STEINHARTER (17 Dec 1817 Oettingen - 30 Jul 1897 Oettingen)  
unmarried, had worked for 50 years in Michelbacher tobacco factory in Oettingen  
son of David Steinharter + wife Zierle nee Kronheimer (grave 062 + 147)

033 = ---  ABRAHAM EMANUEL (16 Nov 1828 Steinhart - 28 Jun 1897 Oettingen)  
baker in Steinhart, after 1875 in Oettingen  
son of master baker Nathan Abraham Emanuel + first wife Tolz nee Steinharter  
moved (since 6 Sep 1853) to Steinhart to Zierle Oberdorfer  
(17 Dec 1830 Hainsfarth – 21 Sep 1864 Steinhart)  
daughter of Isaac Oberdorfer + wife Treinle  
moved (4 Jul 1865) to Steinhart to Karoline Oberdorfer (grave 145)  
(15 Sep 1839 Steinhart - 18 May 1905 Oettingen)  
daughter of Salomon Hirsch Oberdorfer + wife Genendel nee Lauchheimer

034 = 288  NATHAN OBERMEYER (20 Jan 1852 Steinhart – 14 Oct 1896 Oettingen)  
merchant, son of Mayer Obermeyer + wife Sara nee Oberdorfer  
moved since 11 Jun 1878 in Oettingen to Hanna Gutmann  
(29 May 1854 Hainsfarth – 23 Jan 1938 Munich) moved from Oettingen to Munich in 1937  
daughter of farmer Moses Loeb Gutmann + wife Breindel nee Gutmann  
long text, hardly legible

035 = 285  OTTO SCHAEFER (11 Mar 1840 Hainsfarth – 5 Jan 1896 Oettingen)  
dairy products dealer in Hainsfarth, later in Oettingen  
son of Abraham Schaefer + wife Hanna nee Monheimer  
moved since 18 Aug 1869 to Sofie nee Weis (grave 279)  
(19 Aug 1846 Hochberg near Ludwigsburg - 13 Feb 1931 Oettingen)  
daughter of Schmae Weis + wife Regine nee Meyer  
beautiful text (translated from German language):  
"You'll be unforgotten for us  
your heart was loving, pious and pure  
to slyness and falseness unknown  
now you'll rest in God father's hand"

036 = 275  MARIE KUGLER (4 Sept 1864 Untermerzbach – 18 Dec 1891 Oettingen)  
daughter of Max Goldstein + wife Jeanette  
moved since 16 Jan 1888 in Gunzenhausen to horse dealer Sigmund Kugler in Oettingen  
(16 Jan 1858 Hainsfarth – 3 May 1898 Oettingen)  
son of Bernhard Kugler + wife Klara nee Zollfrei  
Sigmund Kugler then was since 18 Aug 1892 married to his second wife Emilie Goldstein  
(= sister of his first wife)  
(8 Aug 1856 Untermerzbach – 11 May 1909 Oettingen)  
(grave 137)

037 = ---  empty space

038 = ---  AMALIE EMANUEL (28 Feb 1870 Steinhart – 8 Sep 1891 Neustadt/Odenwald)  
unmarried daughter of Abraham Emanuel + wife Karoline

039 = ---  FANNY WEINMANN (28 Nov 1813 Oettingen – 22 Mar 1891 Oettingen)  
unmarried dress dealer, daughter of Jacob Wolf Weinmann who had died 26 Apr 1832

040 = 267  JEANNETTE HEYMANN (ca 1815 Bechhofen - 18 Aug 1890 Oettingen)  
daughter of Raphael Schuelein + wife Berta nee Gutmann (Berta was from Oettingen)  
moved since 15 Feb 1842 in Steinhart to farmer Nathan Heymann (grave 213)  
(15 Apr 1811 Steinhart - 15 Feb 1887 Oettingen)
son of Moses Heymann + wife Gietel
couple moved from Steinhart to Oettingen in 1861, Nathan Heymann bought Leopold Gift's house

041 = 266  ADELHEID SPRINGER (15 Apr 1834 Oettingen - 17 Jul 1890 Oettingen)
daughter of David Loew Badmann + wife Breindel nee Gutmann
married since 1 May 1862 in Oettingen to widower Isac Springer (grave 079)
(2 Dec 1834 Oettingen - 25 Dec 1905 Ottensoos)
son of grocery dealer Wolf Springer + wife Babet
Isac Springer since 22 May 1859 was first married to Jeanette nee Klein (grave 104)
(5 Jun 1831 Fuerth – 22 Jan 1862 Oettingen)
daughter of Isac Klein + first wife Hanna nee Rindskopf

042 = ---  JEANETTE STEINER  (14 Nov 1811 Oettingen – 1 Jun 1890 Oettingen)
daughter of Moyses Isak Springer + wife Sprinz
married since 4 Nov 1845 in Oettingen to cook Isak Steiner (grave 164)
(18 Aug 1807 Oettingen - 15 Nov 1881 Oettingen)
son of Salomon Hessel Steiner + wife Edel

043 = 260  MATHILDE BADMANN (18 May 1866 Oettingen – 6 Mar 1890 Oettingen) died as a bride
daughter of Max Badmann (who had died 1889 in an accident) + wife Hanna nee Gutmann
inscription plate was missing in 2005 (text information comes from Mario Jacoby's foto of 1888)

044 = 259  BERTHA HEYMANN  (18 Feb 1831 Berolzheim – 22 Feb 1890 Oettingen)
daughter of Mahrum Gutmann + wife Sara
married since 2 Mar 1852 (in Steinhart) to Heinrich Heymann (grave 031)
(24 Aug 1819 Steinhart – 30 Sep 1897 Oettingen)
son of Moses Hayum Heymann + wife Guetel nee Hoechstaedter

045 = 258  TOLZ BAER (ca 1806 Steinhart - 27 Jan 1890 Moenchsroth)
daughter of Moses Heymann + wife Guetel (Guetel died 18 Jun 1869 in Oettingen)
marrried since 2 Jan 1828 in Hainsfarth to hides & pelts trader Abraham Baer (grave 111)
(ca Juli 1793 Hainsfarth – 23 Dec 1871 Oettingen)
son of Loew Samuel Baer + wife Sara
family lived in Oettingen since ca 1850

046 = 257  SOPHIE WACKER  (ca 1811 Hainsfarth - 13 Jan 1890 Oettingen)
daughter of cattle dealer Isaak Herrmann + wife Fany
married since 16 December 1834 (in Oettingen) to dayworker Salomon Wacker (grave 120)
(5 Dec 1791 Oettingen - 30 Nov 1869 Oettingen)
son of Ensle Meier Wacker + wife Michle

047 = 256  JETTE GROSSMEYER  (24 Dec 1808 Huerben - 16 Dec 1889 Oettingen)
daughter of Heium Thannhauser + wife Esther
married since 15 Apr 1839 to master butcher Hermann Grossmeyer in Oettingen (grave 219)
(19 Nov 1809 Oettingen - 6 Dec 1884 Oettingen)
son of Marx Mendel Grossmeyer (before 1813 "Hainsfarther") + wife Roesle nee Gutmann

048 = 255  SARA HEUMANN  (13 May 1818 Huerben – 9 Dec 1889 Munich) died at her son David's home
daughter of Jakob Beck + wife Guetele nee Einstein
married since 23 Apr 1839 in Oettingen to shochet and merchant Hirsch Michael Heumann
(19 Jan 1805 Oettingen – 31 Oct 1879 Oettingen) (grave 167)
son of shochet David Hayum Heumann + wife Mindel

049 = ---  KAROLINE HERRMANN  (ca 1813 Steinhart - 2 Feb 1889 Oettingen)
daughter of Isaac Schlossmann + wife Bessel
married since 2 Apr 1843 (in Steinhart) to butcher Salomon Herrmann (grave 211)
(ca 1804 Steinhart – 11 Jun 1887 Oettingen)
son of Simon Herrmann + first wife Jittele

050 = 274 ?  HANNA BACHMANN  (11 Jun 1815 Steinhart - 3 Oct 1891 Oettingen)
unmarried daughter of cattle dealer Salomon Seligmann Bachmann + wife Sprinz

051 = --- RANLE FLESCHE (ca 1780 Oettingen - 27 Aug 1852 Oettingen)  
(she died at her son Marx Flesch's home in Oettingen)  
moved since ca 1799 to Israel Joel Flesch in Hainsfahrt  
(ca 1772 Hainsfahrt – 2 Dec 1845 Oettingen) buried in Wallerstein  
son of Joel Salomon Flesch (died as a widower on 28 Aug 1826)

052 = 088 ? MINA (Mindel) SCHWAB (ca 1772 Segnitz – 31 Aug 1852 Oettingen)  
daughter of Moyses Baer in Segnitz  
moved since 6 Jul 1797 in Oettingen to Court Jew Samson Abraham Schwab (grave 016)  
(ca 1778 Kleinerdingen – 25 Sep 1853 Oettingen)  
son of Court Jew Abraham Jonas Schwab + wife Fanni

053 = 021 ? ROESLE OBERDORFER (ca 1772 Oettingen - 18 Nov 1852 Oettingen)  
(grave inscription reads as "Reele") daughter of Simon Borich Frank + wife Voegele  
moved since 14 Feb 1804 in Oettingen to merchant Moses Oberdorfer (grave 017)  
(ca 1773 Oberdorf – 15 May 1855 Steinhardt)  
son of David Moses Model in Oberdorf

054 = --- empty space

055 = 028 ? FANNY MICHELBAOHER (13 Aug 1838 Oettingen - 13 Jan 1853 Oettingen)  
unmarried daughter of Abraham Michelbacher + wife Sophie nee Bauer

056 = --- FANNY GOLDSCHMIDT (20 Oct 1780 Oettingen - 11 May 1853 Oettingen)  
(grave inscription reads as "Frumet") daughter of Wolf David in Oettingen, who died 8 May 1791  
moved since 17 Apr 1809 to hides & pelts trader Loeb Goldschmidt (grave 069)  
(27 Jun 1781 Oettingen - 21 Dec 1861 Oettingen)  
son of Hayum Baer Goldschmidt + wife Sorle

057 = 031 GIEDEL REGENSBURGER (26 Nov 1799 Oettingen - 21 Mar 1854 Oettingen)  
unmarried daughter of taxer Abraham Joseph Regensburger + second wife Morle  
only her name legible (in German), Hebrew inscription illegible

058 = --- empty space

059 = 036 FANNI BETTMANN (ca 1787 Kriegshaber – 1 Dec 1854 Oettingen)  
(grave inscription reads as "Frumet") she was a nee Bachmann from Kriegshaber  
moved since 30 Aug 1819 to feather & wool dealer Isaak David Bettmann  
(ca 1787 Oettingen – 1 Dec 1848 Oettingen) buried in Wallerstein

060 = --- empty space

061 = 043 HENDELE GUTMANN (ca 1786 Wassertruedingen - 24 Nov 1856 Oettingen)  
(grave inscription reads as "Hindele") daughter of Salomon Hirsch - last name since 1813 = "Nehm"  
moved since 9 Apr 1807 to Henle Jonas Gutmann (grave 121)  
(3 Apr 1785 Oettingen - 11 Feb 1869 Oettingen)  
son of Jonas Hirsch (since 1813 "Gutmann") + wife Theres  
simple grave inscription, rough but beautiful

062 = (011) or 014 ? DAVID STEINHARTER (24 Aug 1769 Steinhart - 4 Jul 1852 Oettingen)  
schoolteacher in Oettingen  
moved since 22 Aug 1809 to Sophie nee Kronheimer (grave 147)  
(1 Dec 1780 Oettingen – 20 May 1865 Oettingen)  
daughter of schoolteacher Simon Baer Kronheimer + wife Kroenle

063 = 115 ELIAS BADMANN (18 Dec 1786 Oettingen - 17 Mar 1868 Oettingen)  
son of Isaak Koppel Badmann + first wife Zierle nee Badmann (= Isaak Koppel's niece)  
moved since 16 Oct 1806 in Oettingen to Fradel nee Oberdorfer
(ca 1785 Hainsfarth – 18 Apr 1872 Fuerth)
doughter of Hirsch Marx Oberdorfer + Treinle

stone mason = Leitner?

064 = ---
NATHAN JAKOB GUTMANN (25 Oct 1809 Oettingen - 27 May 1866 Oettingen)
leather trader, son of Jakob Jonas Gutmann + wife Theres nee Meier
married since 7 Jan 1840 to Fani Waldmann (grave 300)
(16 May 1818 Kleinerdingen – 14 Feb 1888 Oettingen)
doughter of Jakob Waldmann + wife Regine

065 = 125
NATHAN KLEINER (19 Apr 1849 Steinhart - 3 Feb 1869 Oettingen)
unmarried son of Isaac Loew Kleiner + wife Breindel

066 = 089
HIRSCH UNTERMEIER (ca 1810 Steinhart - 9 Jan 1864 Oettingen)
hides & pelts trader since 1843 in Oettingen, son of David Meier Untermeier + wife Merle
married since 14 Feb 1843 to Sara nee Goldschmidt (grave 282)
(23 Feb 1816 Oettingen – 9 Jun 1880 Oettingen)
doughter of Loeb Goldschmidt + wife Fanny

067 = 080
HEINRICH ENGLAENDER (ca 1798 Hainsfarth - 2 Aug 1863 Oettingen)
hides & pelts trader, later wine trader, son of Jacob Isaac Englænder + wife Theres
married since 1 May 1851 in Oettingen to Esther Baer nee Badmann (grave 294)
(widow of hides & pelts trader Moses Baer, who died 23 Aug 1849 in Oettingen at age 55)
(19 Aug 1805 Oettingen – 4 Jan 1886 Oettingen)
doughter of Isak Koppel Badmann + second wife Mali

068 = 081
WOLF WOLF SPRINGER (ca 1783 Oettingen - 18 Mar 1862 Oettingen)
grocery dealer, son of Wolf Borich + second wife Kela
married since 1 Jan 1822 to Besle (Babet) nee Wambold (grave 012)
(ca 1793 Cronheim - 20 Oct 1856 Oettingen)
doughter of Hirsch Wambold + wife Breindel

Wolf Wolf Springer's Vater Wolf Borich (ca 1721 Oettingen - 26 Apr 1782 Oettingen) was permitted
to settle in Oettingen in 1765 as being a servant of Court Jew Wolf Springer. Wolf Borich was
married (1) since ca 1765 to Juete (ca 1738 – 12 Jul 1773) and married (2) since 27 Jan 1774 to Kela
Isaac, who later (as a widow) on 14 May 1789 married the widower Mendel Schmuel Steinharter,
whose wife Mergam (whom he had married on 15 Oct 1749) died 9 Jan 1789 at age 58.

Mendel Schmul then died on 6 Apr 1805 at age 90 in Oettingen, his second wife Kela finally died
on 16 Oct 1819 in Oettingen at age 72 Jahren (which meant that she was born ca 1747).
When Wolf Wolf was eight years old (around 1790) he was sent to relatives in Stuttgart (the
Benedict brothers) where he was introduced into the skills of trading business since 1800. He got
to know his future wife Besle from Cronheim at mother Benedict's household, where she was
employed as a cook since 1811.

069 = 078
LOEW GOLDSCHMIDT (29 Jul 1781 Oettingen - 21 Dec 1861 Oettingen)
hides & pelts trader, son of Hajum Baer Goldschmidt + wife Sorle
married since 17 Aug 1809 to Frumet (called Fanny) (grave 056)
(20 Oct 1780 Oettingen - 11 May 1853 Oettingen)
doughter of Wolf David, who had died 8 May 1791 in Oettingen

070 = 077
HENLE OESTREICHER (31 Oct 1801 Oettingen - 14 Dec 1861 Oettingen)
hides & pelts trader, son of Wolf Henle Oestreicher + wife Mariam
married since 25 Sep 1833 to Bertha nee Frohmann
(12 Sep 1810 Oettingen - ?) died after 1861, but not in Oettingen
doughter of Jacob Amson Frohmann + wife Guetel Chaja

071 = 65
BARUCH BENEDICT LANDAUER (10 Aug 1786 Oettingen - 16 Dec 1859 Oettingen)
dayworker, son of Samuel Landauer + wife Malke
married since 17 Dec 1833 in Oettingen to Hanna nee Gutmann
(ca 1809 Pappenheim - 6 Feb 1848 Oettingen) buried in Wallerstein
doughter of Hessel Joseph Gutmann in Pappenheim
072 = --- JONAS SCHWAB (29 May 1799 Oettingen - 1 Apr 1859 Oettingen) merchant, former master weaver, son of Court Jew Samson Abraham Schwab + wife Mina married since 25 Aug 1825 to Louise nee Landauer from Huerben (grave 109) (13 Feb 1809 Huerben – 8 Jun 1864 Oettingen) daughter of Raphael Landauer (the younger) + wife Johanna (marriage 23 Aug 1803) grave inscription (translated from German): "rest softly and enjoy the fruits of your activities"

073 = --- MORITZ FUCHS (3 Mar 1803 Oettingen - 3 Jan 1859 Oettingen) drapery dealer, son of Samuel Moises Fuchs + wife Guetele nee Hechinger married since 29 Apr 1833 to Babette nee Heymann (grave 197) (14 Mar 1814 Huerben – 12 Jan 1870 Oettingen) daughter of Moses Heymann + wife Marjam nee Binswanger

074 = 054 LIPPMANN BONN (5 Feb 1793 Oettingen - 2 Jan 1858 Oettingen) merchant, hazzan and battalion actuary, former lotto collector and stationer son of Kallmann Lippmann Bonn (ca 1756 Bonn – 12 Dec 1840 Oettingen) + wife Malka nee Wertheimer (17 Oct 1770 Oettingen – 18 Dec 1860 Oettingen) Lippmann Bonn was married since 22 Oct 1828 to Nanette nee Neckarsulmer from Ansbach Nanette died after 1858, but not in Oettingen she might have been a daughter of Jonas Neckarsulmer + wife Bela ?

075 = 053 JAKOB JONAS GUTMANN (26 May 1779 Oettingen - 19 Aug 1857 Oettingen) real estate trader, son of Jonas Hirsch Gutmann + wife Theres married since 8 Oct 1801 to Theres nee Meier (ca 1782 Hainsfarth - 3 December 1845 Oettingen) daughter of Lazarus Moyses in Hainsfarth (last name "Meier" since 1813)

076 = 326 GABRIEL KUGLER (16 Dec 1831 Hainsfarth – 12 Jan 1909 Oettingen) horse dealer, son of Salomon Kugler + wife Merla nee Einhorn married since 15 Aug 1859 to Klara nee Strauss (March 1833 Pappenheim – 30 Sep 1889 Hainsfarth) buried in Hainsfarth daughter of Herrmann Strauss

077 = 325 ? MAX KUGLER (1 Nov 1837 Hainsfarth – 2 Mar 1908 Oettingen) unmarried broker, son of Salomon Benjamin Kugler + wife Merla nee Einhorn

078 = --- DAVID RIES (17 Mar 1840 Hainsfarth – 4 Apr 1906 Oettingen) for many years servant of Jewish community in Oettingen and Hainsfarth son of Abraham Ries + wife Babette nee Ries married since 24 Juni 1864 to Babette nee Oberdorfer (29 Nov 1845 Hainsfarth – ?) died after 1906, but not in Oettingen

079 = --- ISAK SPRINGER (2 Dec 1834 Oettingen – 25 Dec 1905 Ottensos) grocery dealer, son of Wolf Springer + wife Babet from Kronheim married (1) since 22 May 1859 to Jeanette nee Klein (grave 104) (5 Jun 1831 Fuerth – 22 Jan 1862 Oettingen) daughter of Isac Klein + first wife Hanna nee Rindskopf married (2) since 1 May 1862 to Adelheid nee Badmann (grave 041) (15 Apr 1834 Oettingen - 17 Jul 1890 Oettingen) daughter of David Loew Badmann + wife Breindel nee Gutmann

080 = 316 HERMANN GUTMANN (3 Sep 1856 Oettingen – 3 Oct 1905 Stuttgart) banker in Stuttgart, home = Olga Strasse 87 son of Henle (= Elchanan) Moses Gutmann + wife Hanna nee Badmann married since 17 May 1880 in Noerdingen to Henrietta (born as Jette) nee Ries (12 May 1857 Hainsfarth – 2 April 1932 Hamburg) daughter of Seligmann Ries + wife Therese nee Steiner

Hermann Gutmann was a leader of the "Israelitische Religionsgemeinschaft" in Stuttgart, the orthodox branch of the Jewish community, established in 1878 because of basic problems
with the majority of Jews in Stuttgart, tending to a more liberal understanding of Jewish religion.

081 = 309 JOSEF DAVID GUTMANN (8 Jun 1822 Hainsfarth – 18 Jul 1902 Oettingen)
son of David Hirsch Gutmann + wife Judith
married since 29 May 1855 in Noerdingen to Babette nee Rosenberger (grave 254)
(26 Apr 1832 Ederheim – 29 Jan 1879 Oettingen)
daughter of Abraham Rosenberger + wife Mirjam

082 = --- empty space

083 = 307 LUDWIG KLEIN (16 Mar 1872 Oettingen – 12 Sep 1901 Oettingen)
merchant in Oettingen, son of Simon Klein + wife Amalie nee Baer
married since 6 Aug 1899 to Therese nee Obermeyer
(30 Mar 1878 Oettingen - ?) died after 1907, but not in Oettingen
daughter of Nathan Obermeyer + wife Hanna nee Gutmann
widow Therese on 9 Dec 1907 got married to Siegbert Herrmann in Nuernberg
(6 Sep 1879 Oettingen - ?) died after 1907, but not in Oettingen
son of Heinrich Herrmann + wife Sara nee Holzinger

084 = 305 EMANUEL BADMANN (4 Jan 1822 Oettingen – 22 Mar 1900 Oettingen)
farmer in Oettingen, son of Hirsch Michael Badmann + second wife Madele nee Meier
married since 27 Apr 1846 to Henriette nee Gutmann (grave 095)
(10 Feb 1823 Oettingen – 8 Jan 1897 Oettingen)
daughter of Moses Gutmann + wife Besele

085 = 304 HERMANN BADMANN (17 Nov 1854 Oettingen - 14 Mar 1900) died in Wuerzburg clinic
partner of Badmann Company in Oettingen
son of Moritz Badmann + wife Lea nee Wambold
married since 14 Feb 1883 to Rosa nee Frankenfelder from Wuerzburg
(13 Dec 1859 Heidingsfeld - ?) died after 1900, but not in Oettingen
daughter of butcher Emanuel Frankenfelder + wife Amalie nee Ansacher

086 = 313 ROSA KAUFMANN (26 Mar 1862 Oettingen - 24 Apr 1905 Stuttgart)
daughter of Henle Moses Gutmann + wife Hanna nee Badmann
married since 14 Aug 1893 to Emanuel Kaufmann in Stuttgart
(born 24 Aug 1866 in Erdoebeny, Hungary)
Emanuel Kaufmann was thereafter since 25 Jun 1906 married to his second wife
Hannchen nee Koschland from Fuertth

087 = 312 MINA GUTMANN (24 Aug 1865 Ederheim – 1 Jul 1904 Oettingen)
daughter of Salomon Rosenberger + wife Bluemle nee Neumayer
married since 5 Jul 1887 to David Joseph Gutmann (grave 129)
(10 Feb 1857 Hainsfarth – 30 Dec 1913 Oettingen)
son of Joseph Gutmann + wife Besele nee Rosenberger

088 = 311 AMALIE FROHMANN (6 Sep 1859 Aufsess – 26 Feb 1904 Nuernberg)
died in Nuernberg, where she had hoped to be cured from health problems
daughter of David Oppenheimer + wife Babette nee Kintzler (couple lived in Bayreuth in 1882)
moved since 20 Apr 1882 to Salomon Frohmann (grave 130)
(21 Oct 1851 Oettingen – 16 May 1913 Oettingen)
son of Aron Frohmann + wife Bertha nee Fuchs
pedestal notes the unmarried daughter Babette (called Barbara)
(9 Feb 1892 Oettingen – 5 Feb 1974 Jamaica, Queens USA)
urn with her ashes was buried in her mother's grave
her burial was arranged by brother Albert Frohmann (his urn = grave 130)

089 = 310 ? JETTE BADMANN (23 Oct 1820 Oettingen - 13 Sep 1902 Oettingen)
unmarried daughter of David Loew Badmann + wife Bertha nee Gutmann

090 = 306 RICKA BAUMANN (4 Feb 1813 Oettingen – 31 Jan 1901 Oettingen)
daughter of David Hayum Heumann + wife Mindel
married since 27 Aug 1839 in Oettingen to master baker Hirsch Baumann in Oettingen
(ca 1800 Pappenheim – 18 Jul 1871 Pappenheim) buried in Pappenheim
son of Abraham Veis Baumann + wife Brendel nee Schiller
Hirsch Baumann was first married since 23 Jul 1828 in Oettingen to Ricka's sister
Bertha Heumann (ca 1800 Oettingen – 14 Jun 1839 Oettingen) buried in Wallerstein

091 = 303  BERTHA SCHUELEIN  (25 Jan 1875 Bechhofen – 22 Mar 1899 Oettingen)
unmarried daughter of Salomon Schuelein + wife Therese

092 = 300  JEANETTE SCHUELEIN  (24 Sep 1882 Oettingen – 28 Jul 1898 Schwabach)
unmarried daughter of master baker Gustav Schuelein + wife Karoline nee Kugler

093 = 295  JETTE GUTMANN  (8 Nov 1848 Oettingen – 29 Mar 1898 Oettingen)
unmarried daughter of farmer Isaak Gutmann + wife Sophie nee Gutmann

094 = 290  SARA OBERMEYER  (18 Jun 1811 Moenchsdiggingen - 25 Jan 1897 Oettingen)
dughter of cattle dealer Elias Hirsch Oberdorfer + wife Gulas
married since 20 Oct 1832 in Steinhart to farmer Meier Joseph Obermeyer
(ca 1809 Steinhart – 19 Aug 1871 Steinhart) buried in Steinhart
son of Joseph Obermeyer + wife Treinle

095 = 289  HENRIETTE BADMANN  (10 Feb 1823 Oettingen – 8 Jan 1897 Oettingen)
daughter of Moses Gutmann + wife Besle nee Gutmann
married since 27 Apr 1846 in Oettingen to farmer Emanuel Badmann  (grave 084)
(4 Jan 1822 Oettingen – 22 Mar 1900 Oettingen)
son of Hirsch Michael Badmann + second wife Madele nee Mayer

096 = 287  SOPHIE MICHELBACHER  (16 Aug 1807 Buttenwiesen – 1 Oct 1896 Oettingen)
daughter of Mayer Bauer (born 18 Dec 1773) + wife Esther (20 May 1779 – 19 Jun 1839)
marrried since 16 Nov 1831 in Oettingen to soap cook Abraham Michelbacher  (grave 163)
(21 Mar 1804 Oettingen – 1 Oct 1883 Oettingen)
son of Jakob Nathan Michelbacher + wife Edel

96a = 270  MINA (Mirjam) KLEINER  (26 Feb 1825 Harzburg – 17 Oct 1892 Oettingen)
daughter of Anschel Guldmann + wife Jachet
married since 30 Aug 1870 in Oettingen to Isaac Loeb Kleiner (= his second wife)  (grave 263)
(25 May 1807 Steinhart – 3 Jun 1890 Oettingen)
son of Mahrum Kleiner + wife Jittel
Isak Loeb Kleiner was first married since 6 Aug 1838 in Steinhart to
Babette nee Kleiner (ca 1810 Steinhart – 13 Mar 1869 Bayreuth)  (grave 160)
daughter of Nathan Hirsch Kleiner + wife Fradel

097 =   ---   ESTHER KRONHEIMER  (22 Dec 1796 Bechhofen – 19 Nov 1857 Oettingen)
a widow from Pflaumloch, daughter of Mayer Schloss + wife Henriette (in Bechhofen)
marrried since 4 May 1831 in Pflaumloch to Israel Kronheimer in Pflaumloch
(6 Jan 1790 Pflaumloch – 8 Mar 1852 Pflaumloch) buried in Pflaumloch
son of Sandel Kronheimer + wife Nendel
Esther died at Simon Heimann's home in Oettingen

098 = 046  MICHEL KREISDORFER  (ca 1774 – 26 Jan 1857 Oettingen)
daughter of David Sandel in Moenchstroh, who had died before 1798
married since 1798 in Moenchstroh to Nathan Baer Kreisdorfer
drapery dealer in Oettingen since around 1818
(24 Apr 1772 Kreisdorf near Bamberg – 18 Jan 1848 Oettingen)
Nathan Baer had first settled in Moenchstroh in 1798, around 1818 he moved to Oettingen
and bought house of Hirsch Moyses Kellermann's widow, who got married again in Dittenheim

099 =   ---   grave monument half under ground, no inscription perceptible
100 = ---  JETTE FEDERMANN  (ca 1787 Hainsfarth - 22 Feb 1860 Oettingen) 
dughter of David Moyes Ries in Hainsfarth 
marrried since 25 Feb 1811 in Oettingen to cattle dealer Simon Moyes Federmann  (grave 114)  
(30 Nov 1787 Oettingen - 25 Sep 1871 Oettingen) 
son of Moyes Issak Federmann + wife Jette

101 = ---  HEIUM SPRINGER (25 May 1782 Oettingen – 4 Jan 1860 Oettingen) 
unmarried son of Gerson Wolf Springer + wife Breindel nee Springer 
Heium (also called Joachim) Springer had studied "minor surgery" and then got married around 1809 
in a small village near Prague in Bohemia. He couldn't have been married in Prague, because he had 
not been accepted there as a citizen. The bride was Judith Hauk, the marriage ceremony was performed 
by a freewheeling shochet and school teacher, who moved from village to village offering his services 
for little money. As Heium Springer around 1820 was expelled from Bohemia together with his wife 
and ten year old son Moses, he tried to settle in Oettingen, where he was born. But the magistrate was 
not willing to recognize his marriage, which was only based on Jewish religious tradition. Wife and 
son were forced to return to Prague in 1824. Heium Springer stayed in Oettingen, but he also stayed 
unmarried for the rest of his life.

102 = ---  GUETELE SPRINGER (ca 1787 Oettingen – 20 Sep 1860 Oettingen) 
died at age 73 according to grave inscription 
may be unmarried daughter (born 13 Apr 1786 ?) of Simon Laemle Springer 
her sister ? Hendel Springer see grave 158

103 = ---  MALKA BONN  (ca 1770 Oettingen - 18 Dec 1860 Oettingen) 
dughter of Abraham Isak Wertheimer + wife Hendele 
marrried since 8 Feb 1792 in Oettingen to Kallmann Lippmann Bonn 
(ca 1756 Bonn – 12 Dec 1840 Oettingen) buried in Wallerstein

104 = 079  JEANETTE SPRINGER  (5 Jun 1831 Fuerrth - 22 Jan 1862 Oettingen) 
dughter of Isaac Klein in Fuerrth + first wife Hanna nee Rindskopf 
marrried since 22 May 1859 in Wassertruedingen to grocery dealer Issac Springer in Oettingen 
(2 Dec 1834 Oettingen – 25 Dec 1905 Ottensoos) died at daughter Pauline's home  (grave 079) 
son of Wolf Springer + wife Babet 
Issac Springer married 1 May 1862 his second wife Adelheid nee Badmann 
(15 Apr 1834 Oettingen – 17 Jul 1890 Oettingen)  (grave 041) 
dughter of David Loew Badmann + wife Bertha nee Gutmann

105 = 082  BABETE (Breinle) GUTMANN  (2 Feb 1818 Hainsfarth – 28 Mar 1862 Oettingen) 
dughter of Seligmann Braumann + wife Esther 
marrried since 2 Mar 1857 in Oettingen to farmer Nehm Gutmann  (grave 259) 
(4 May 1809 Oettingen – 19 Aug 1892 Oettingen) 
son of Henle Jonas Gutmann + wife Hindele 
Nehm Gutmann married 30 Jun 1863 his second wife Fani nee Wurzinger from Jochsberg 
(8 Dec 1829 Colnberg – 24 Dec 1906 Oettingen)  (grave 142) 
dughter of Simson Wurzinger in Jochsberg (near Ansbach)

106 = 088  GIETEL ENGEL  (ca 1785 Egenhausen – 8 Oct 1863 Oettingen) 
dughter of Abraham Lazarus in Egenhausen 
marrried since 8 Aug 1805 in Oettingen to David Nathan Engel 
(11 Jun 1785 Oettingen – 1 May 1856 Oettingen) no grave monument available 
son of Nathan Meier Engel + first wife Hinle (daughter of Moises Jakob in Roth)

107 = 090  ADELHEID MICHELBAECHER  (22 Aug 1834 Oettingen – 16 Feb 1864 Oettingen) 
unmarried daughter of soap cook Abraham Michelbacher + wife Sophia nee Bauer

108 = 092  FANNY BIER  (29 Mar 1804 Oettingen – 28 Apr 1864 Oettingen) 
unmarried daughter of Simon Marx Bier + wife Hanna nee Badmann

109 = 093  LOUISE (called Voegele) SCHWAB  (13 Feb 1809 Huerben - 8 Jun 1864 Oettingen) 
dughter of Raphael Landauer (the younger) + wife Johanna
married since 25 Aug 1825 to Jonas Schwab (grave 072)
(29 May 1799 Oettingen – 1 Apr 1859 Oettingen)
son of Court Jew Samson Abraham Schwab + wife Mina

110 = 094  NANETTE MODEL  (ca 1785 – 12 Aug 1864 Oettingen)
widow of Salomon Model in Neuburg/Donau, mother of Amson Model, who 1861 in Hainsfarth
had married Mathilde nee Obermeyer and settled there as a hop dealer and negotiator, and whose
children strangely enough were all born in Oettingen.

111 = 154  ABRAHAM BAER  (ca 1793 Hainsfarth - 23 Dec 1871 Oettingen)
hides & pelts dealer since ca 1850 in Oettingen, son of Loew Samuel Baer + wife Sara
married since 2 Jan 1828 in Hainsfarth to Tolz Heymann (grave 045)
(ca 1806 Steinhart – 27 Jan 1890 Moenchsroth)
daughter of Moses Heymann + wife Guetel (she died 18 Jun 1869 in Oettingen)

112 = 153  SALOMON NEUBUERGER  (20 Sep 1792 Oettingen - 21 Dec 1871 Oettingen)
former teacher, who had established the Jewish school in Oettingen
son of Loew Koppel Neuberger + wife Breinle
married since 29 May 1829 in Oettingen to Amalie nee Schwarz (grave 281)
(ca 1802 Pappenheim – 29 Apr 1879 Oettingen)
Probably daughter of Samuel Joseph Schwarz + wife Bluemle
poem in German language:
"Des Herren treuer Knecht weilt nun in jener Welt
erhaben wie er war, sein Ruhm zu schwer uns faellt
wir muessen doch weitaus den groessten Teil verschweigen
drum besser lasst vor seiner Groesse still uns neigen"

113 = 151  JAKOB STEINER  (22 Jun 1801 Steinhart – 9 Nov 1871 Oettingen)
master shoemaker in Oettingen, son of Salomon Hessel Steiner + wife Adelheid
married since 16 Aug 1837 in Oettingen to Amalie nee Bechhold (grave 207)
(ca 1810 Bechhofen – 11 Feb 1873 Oettingen)
daughter of Jacob Jacob Bechhold + wife Juetele

114 = 150  SIMON MOYES FEDERMANN  (30 Aug 1788 Oettingen - 25 Sep 1871 Oettingen)
cattle dealer, son of Moyses Isaak Federmann + wife Jette
married since 25 Feb 1811 to Jette Ries (grave 100)
(ca 1787 Hainsfarth - 22 Jun 1860 Oettingen)
daughter of David Moyses Ries (1755-1831) + wife Bela nee Sulzbacher (1756-1831)

115 = 148  ARON FROHMANN  (4 Nov 1812 Oettingen – 4 Aug 1871 Oettingen)
son of Jacob Amson Frohmann + wife Guetel Chaja
married since 24 Jan 1842 to Bertha nee Fuchs (grave 253)
(16 Mar 1820 Oettingen – 24 Jan 1879 Oettingen)
daughter of Moyses Hirsch Fuchs + wife Hanna nee Mayer

116 = 145  JOSEPH LOEB REGENSBURGER  (15 Feb 1788 Oettingen - 7 May 1871 Oettingen)
son of Abraham Joseph Regensburger + first wife Sara
married (1) since 17 Aug 1815 in Oettingen to Jette nee Bettmann
(ca 1778 Oettingen – 14 Dec 1832 Oettingen)
daughter of David Bettmann + wife Mariam
married (2) since 7 May 1833 in Oettingen to Klara (Guetel) nee Ball (grave 150)
(18 Aug 1813 Harburg – 20 Apr 1866 Oettingen)
daughter of Seligmann Ball + wife Guetel nee Springmann

117 = 143  SALOMON HEYMANN  (ca 1807 Steinhart – 22 Apr 1871 Oettingen)
formerly living in Steinhart as a farmer, son of Moses Heymann + wife Gietel
married since 22 Jan 1833 in Steinhart to Hanna nee Heymann
(ca 1812 Steinhart – ?) died after 1871, but not in Oettingen
daughter of Nathan Heymann + wife Kehla
118 = ---
SALOMON FLESCH (October 1803 Hainsfarth – 1 Jun 1870 Oettingen)
drapery trader, son of Israel Joel Flesch + wife Mina
married since 15 Nov 1838 in Hainsfarth to Mina nee Steiner
(ca April 1818 Innsbruck - ?) died after 1870, but not in Oettingen
daughter of Mathias Steiner

119 = 138
MOSES JONAS GUTMANN (27 Dec 1792 Oettingen - 31 May 1870 Oettingen)
merchant in Oettingen, son of Jonas Hirsch Gutmann + wife Theres
married since 15 Nov 1815 to Pesle nee Gutmann (grave 198)
(3 Nov 1798 Oettingen – 27 Feb 1870 Oettingen)
daughter of Hirsch Jonas Gutmann + wife Lea

120 = 135
SALOMON WACKER (5 Dec 1791 Oettingen – 30 Nov 1869 Oettingen)
day worker in Oettingen, son of Enslie Meier Wacker + wife Michle
married since 16 Dec 1834 to Sophia nee Herrmann (grave 046)
(ca 1811 Hainsfarth – 13 Jan 1890 Oettingen)
daughter of Isaak Herrmann + wife Fany

121 = 126
HENLE JONAS GUTMANN (3 Apr 1785 Oettingen – 11 Feb 1869 Oettingen)
(grave reads as "Haenle") son of Jonas Hirsch Gutmann + wife Theres
married since 9 Apr 1807 in Oettingen to Hindele (grave 061)
(ca 1786 Wassertruedingen – 24 Nov 1856 Oettingen)
daughter of Salomon Hirsch, head of Jewish community in Wassertruedingen
design of inscription is rough, but beautiful anyhow

122 = 124
NATHAN MICHAEL OBERMEYER (ca 1797 Hainsfarth – 14 Jan 1869 Oettingen)
son of Moses Nathan Obermeyer + wife Johanna
married (1) since ca 1813 in Hainsfarth to Pesla nee Hausmann
(ca 1795 Harburg - 24 Nov 1835 Hainsfarth)
daughter of Simon Isaac Hausmann + wife Liebel
married (2) since 13 Aug 1839 in Hainsfarth to Therese Neubauer (grave 157)
(ca 1792 Fuerth ? or Forth ? – 27 Aug 1868 Oettingen)
Therese Neubauer was the widow of Hirsch Neubauer in Munich (born in Fuerth, died 19 Mar 1825)
beautiful inscription, arranged in half circle

123 = ---
empty space

124 = ---
DAVID LOEW BADMANN (29 Oct 1794 Oettingen – 22 Jul 1868 Oettingen)
hazzan in Oettingen, son of Hirsch Michael Badmann + first wife Roesele
married since 17 Aug 1814 in Oettingen to Bertha nee Gutmann (grave 148)
(15 Feb 1797 Oettingen – 3 Dec 1865 Oettingen)
daughter of Hirsch Jonas Gutmann + wife Lea nee Gutmann
grave text (translated from Hebrew into German by Mario + Ruthy Jacoby):
Hier ist verborgen der Mann, der koschere und der gerade, vom Stamm der Gerechten,
er ehre den Namen G’utes
er liess aus seiner Kehle vernehmen, im Amt des Vorbeters der Gemeinde, zu den Gebeten
der "furchtsamen Tage" (= von Neujahr Rosh Hashana bis Versoehnungstag Jom Kippur)
... in seiner Funktion als Schofarblaeser ertoenen zu lassen ...
... am Tag des Gedenkens (Neuahr), es ist der ehrbare Herr David Leib,
Sohn des ehrbaren Michael Badmann
er verstarb in gutem Namen am Mittwoch, 3. Tag des Monats Ab im Jahr 628 der kleinen Zählung
(22 Jul 1868 nach christlicher = gregorianischer Zeitrechnung)
er schritt voran, um sich vor seinem Schoepfer zu beugen
das ganze Haus sammelte sich im Glauben in der Tradition der Vater ...
auf Erden, all seine Tage mit seiner Ehrfurcht ...
seine Nachkommen daruber in ihren Herzen

125 = 343
JOSEPH HERRMANN (9 Jul 1881 Oettingen – 21 May 1916 Vogesen as a WW I soldier)
cattle dealer in Oettingen, son of Isac Herrmann + wife Fanni nee Levy
married since 12 Oct 1913 in Oettingen to Martha nee Saemann (grape 234)
(15 Apr 1891 Sugenheim – 9 Apr 1928 Oettingen, drowned in Woernitz river)
daughter of David Saemann + wife Rosa nee Weissmann
dughter Irmgard = grave 231

126 = 341  EMANUEL BUCKMANN  (4 Feb 1842 Steinhart – 21 Nov 1915 Oettingen)
son of Simson Buckmann + wife Gietel nee Oberdorfer
married since 13 May 1867 (in Steinhart) to Fanni Steiner nee Sommer (grave 141)
(ca 1842 Heidenheim / Central Franconia – 21 Nov 1915 Oettingen)
daughter of Joseph Sommer + wife Chaja nee Gutmann

Fanni was the widow of Salomon Hirsch Steiner in Steinhart (1834 – 1867)

127 = 340  LEOPOLD SCHLOSSMANN  (24 Aug 1851 Steinhart – 23 Dec 1914 Oettingen)
master tailor in Gunzenhausen 1879 – 1886, then in Oettingen
married since ca 1879 (in Gunzenhausen ?) to Bertha nee Heumann (grave 272)
(18 May 1856 Oettingen – 10 Mar 1942 Oettingen)
daughter of Hirsch Heumann + wife Sara nee Beck

128 =  ---  LOEW RUBEN RACHELSOHN  (12 Jul 1873 Kreslawe / Russland – 14 Jul 1914 Oettingen)
son of shochet Pesach Breinishe Rachelssohn + wife Chaja Lea nee Balumesick
shochet + servant of Jewish community Oettingen since 1910 (before in Lauchheim / Wuerttemberg)
marrried since 25 Mar 1905 to Nechame (called Johanna) nee Silber
(15 Aug 1878 Duschat near Kowno in Russland - ?) she left Oettingen in 1929
daughter of Rabbi Notel Silber + wife Hana Sara nee Grotter

Also Loew Ruben Rachelssohn's mother Chaja Lea (born 24 Jan 1854) lived in Oettingen with his
family, but then moved to Frankfurt. Her husband Pesach had already died in 1906.

129 = 338  DAVID JOSEPH GUTMANN  (10 Feb 1857 Hainsfarth – 30 Dec 1913 Oettingen)
son of Joseph Gutmann + wife Besle nee Rosenberger
married since 5 Jul 1887 in Wassertruendingen to Mina nee Rosenberger (grave 087)
(24 Aug 1865 Ederheim – 1 Jul 1904 Oettingen)
daughter of Salomon Rosenberger + wife Bluemle

130 = 337  SALOMON FROHMAN  (21 Oct 1851 Oettingen – 16 May 1913 Oettingen)
son of Aron Frohman + wife Bertha nee Fuchs
married since 20 Apr 1882 to Amalie nee Oppenheimer from Bayreuth (grave 088)
(6 Sep 1859 Aufsess – 26 Feb 1904 Oettingen)
daughter of David Oppenheimer + wife Babette nee Kintzler

pedestal notes a son Albert Frohmann (10 Jan 1897 Oettingen – 17 Nov 1984 Munich)
he is said to have died in a Munich home for old people, the urn with his ashes being buried
in his father's grave

Albert's sister Barbara (1892 – 1974) is noted at her mother's grave (grave 088)

131 = 335  AMSON MICHELBAKER  (13 Nov 1844 – 22 Apr 1912)
son of soap cook Abraham Michelbacher + wife Sophie nee Bauer
married (1) since 24 Oct 1871 in Oettingen to Therese nee Gutmann (grape 293)
(14 Dec 1842 Oettingen – 26 Jul 1885 Munich) died in hospital
daughter of Nathan Gutmann + wife Fanny nee Waldmann
married (2) since 19 Dec 1886 in Hainsfarth to Amalie nee Gutmann (grave 235)
(17 Mar 1863 Hainsfarth – 10 Nov 1926 Oettingen)
daughter of Simon Abraham Gutmann + wife Regine nee Steiner

132 = 333  ISAC LOEW HERRMANN  (31 Jan 1844 Steinhart – 5 May 1911 Oettingen)
son of Salomon Herrmann + wife Kehla nee Schlossmann
married since 5 May 1874 in Noerdingen to Fanny nee Levi (grave 189)
(11 Jun 1853 Aufhausen – 12 Sep 1916 Oettingen)
daughter of Mendel Levi + wife Mina nee Neuburger

133 =  ---  JAKOB SPRINGER  (25 Nov 1847 Oettingen – 31 Jan 1911 Oettingen)
Merchant in Oettingen, illegitimate son of Gela Springer (she died before 1878) married since 17 Feb 1878 in Fuert to Mathilde nee Binswanger (who lived in Fuert) (grave 239) (4 Nov 1848 Binswangen – 16 Jul 1921 Oettingen) daughter of Jacob Salomon Binswanger + wife Regine nee Springer (Regine died 3 Jun 1878 in Oettingen – grave 250) illegible, moss covered grave monument

134 = 330 MARKUS FRIEDMANN (3 Nov 1835 Poppenlauer near Kissingen – 5 Apr 1910 Oettingen) son of farmer Abraham Friedmann + wife Jochevet nee Blumgart main teacher + hazzan in Hainsfarth (1864 – 1909), on 1 Dec 1909 he moved to Oettingen (Zwinger B 49) married since 25 Aug 1865 in Diespeck to Babette nee Hollerbaum (= his first wife) (24 Jul 1844 Diespeck – 28 May 1883 Hainsfarth) daughter of Benjamin Hollerbaum + wife Theres Markus Friedmann was since 31 Oct 1883 (in Kleinerdlingen) married to Therese nee Heumann (23 Mar 1844 Hainsfarth - ?) she didn't die in Oettingen (moved to Schwanfeld near Schweinfurt in 1910 ) daughter of Heium Heumann + wife Feiele nee Neumetzer

135 = 332 HANNA BADMANN (24 May 1838 Oettingen – 1 Feb 1911 Oettingen) daughter of farmer Isak Gutmann + wife Mali nee Gutmann married since 18 Aug 1863 (in Essingen) to farmer Marx Badmann (grave 265) (18 Dec 1821 Oettingen - 30 Jan 1889 in Oettingen) son of David Loew Badmann + wife Breindel nee Gutmann

136 = 328 ADELHEID REGENSBURGER (31 Jul 1856 Oettingen – 13 Jul 1909 Oettingen) unmarried daughter of Abraham Regensburger + wife Jette nee Weil

137 = 327 ? EMILIE KUGLER (8 Aug 1856 Untermerzbach - 11 May 1909 Oettingen) daughter of Max Goldstein + wife Regina married since 18 Aug 1892 in Bamberg to Sigmund Kugler (horse dealer in Oettingen) (16 Jan 1858 Hainsfarth – 3 May 1898 Oettingen) (grave 028) son of Bernhard Kugler + first wife Klara nee Zollfrei

138 = 324 THERESE SCHULHEIMER (1 Apr 1855 Steinhart – 29 Jul 1907 Oettingen) daughter of Meyer Obermeyer + wife Sara nee Oberdorfer married since 17 Dec 1876 in Steinhart to Gabriel Schulheimer (grave 182) (28 Mar 1848 Steinhart – 6 May 1917 Oettingen) son of Salomon Hirsch Schulheimer + wife Caroline nee Herrmann

139 = 323 SOPHIE OBERMEYER (23 Jul 1827 Oettingen – 6 Jul 1907 Bamberg) (her last address in Bamberg was "Gruener Markt 7") daughter of Moses Jonas Gutmann + wife Besele nee Gutmann married since 19 Nov 1850 in Oettingen to master tanner Louis Obermeyer (grave 283) (22 Oct 1820 Hainsfarth – 31 Aug 1894 Oettingen) son of Nathan Michael Obermeyer + wife Pessla

140 = 322 SOPHIE GUTMANN (6 Apr 1822 Oettingen – 24 Jul 1907 Oettingen) daughter of Jakob Jonas Gutmann + wife Theres nee Meier married since 15 May 1846 in Oettingen to Isak David Gutmann (grave 172) (8 Jul 1803 Oettingen – 18 Mar 1875 Oettingen) son of David Isac Gutmann + wife Besle Isak David Gutmann was first married since 17 Feb 1829 in Oettingen to Mali nee Gutmann (23 Dec 1804 Oettingen – 5 Oct 1844 Oettingen) buried in Wallerstein daughter of Jakob Jonas Gutmann + wife Theres nee Meier

141 = 321 FANNI BUCKMANN (2 Nov 1842 Heidenheim / Central Franconia – 27 Apr 1907 Oettingen) daughter of Joseph Sommer + wife Chaja nee Gutmann married since 13 May 1867 in Steinhart to her second husband Emanuel Buckmann (grave 126) (4 Feb 1842 Steinhart – 21 Nov 1915 Oettingen)
son of Simon Buckmann + wife Gietel nee Oberdorfer

poem in German language:

"Viel zu frueh bist Du geschieden, and umsonst war unser Flehn, ruhe sanft in Gottes Frieden, bis wir uns einst wiedersehn"

Fanni was first married to Salomon Hirsch Steiner in Steinhart (1834 – 1867)
stonemason = Bergdolt

142 = 320  FANNY GUTMANN  (8 Dec 1829 Colmberg – 24 Dec 1906 Oettingen)
daughter of Simson Wurzinger in Jochsberg
since 30 Jun 1863 married in Oettingen to Nehm Gutmann (grave 259)
(14 May 1809 Oettingen – 19 Aug 1892 Oettingen)
son of Henle Gutmann + wife Hindele
Nehm Gutmann was first married since 1857 to Babette nee Braumann (grave 105)
(2 Feb 1818 Hainsfarth – 28 Mar 1862 Oettingen)
daughter of Seligmann Israel Braumann + wife Esther

143 = 319  SOPHIE STEINER  (1 May 1854 Oettingen – 29 Apr 1906 Oettingen)
unmarried cook in Oettingen, daughter of cook Isak Steiner + wife Jeanette nee Springer

144 = 315  EMMA GUTMANN  (ca 1831 Treuchtlngen – 24 Aug 1905 Oettingen)
daughter of Joseph Lang in Treuchtlngen
married since 9 Mar 1859 in Oettingen to David Isaac Gutmann (grave 258)
(28 Apr 1833 Oettingen - 30 Oct 1893 Oettingen)
son of Isaak Gutmann + first wife Mali nee Gutmann

145 = ---  KAROLINE EMANUEL  (15 Sep 1839 Steinhart – 18 May 1905 Oettingen)
daughter of Salomon Hirsch Oberdorfer + wife Genendel nee Lauchheimer
married since 4 Jul 1865 in Steinhart to baker Abraham Emanuel (grave 033)
(16 Nov 1828 Steinhart – 28 Jun 1897 Oettingen)
son of Nathan Emanuel + wife Tolz nee Steinharter
Abraham Emanuel was first married since 6 Sep 1853 in Steinhart to Zierle nee Oberdorfer
(17 Dec 1830 Hainsfarth – 21 Sep 1864 Steinhart) buried in Steinhart
daughter of Isaac Oberdorfer + wife Treinle

146  Mario Jacoby placed this head stone between 051 and 097, but there is no head stone any more, Mario Jacoby's photo only shows a fragment with no inscription.

147  SOPHIE (born as Zierle) STEINHARTER  (1 Dec 1780 Oettingen – 20 May 1865 Oettingen)
daughter of Simon Beer Kronheimer + wife Kroenle
married since 22 Aug 1809 in Oettingen to teacher David Steinharter (grave 062)
(24 Aug 1769 Steinhart – 4 Jul 1852 Oettingen)

148  BERTHA BADMANN  (ca 1794 Oettingen – 3 Dec 1865 Oettingen)
daughter of Hirsch Jonas Gutmann + wife Lea nee Gutmann
married since 17 Aug 1814 in Oettingen to hazzan David Loew Badmann (grave 124)
(29 Oct 1794 Oettingen – 22 Jul 1868 Oettingen)
son of Hirsch Michael Nathan Badmann + wife Roesele

149  BLUEMLE GOLDBACHER  (ca 1784 Hainsfarth – 1 Apr 1866 Oettingen)
daughter of Raphael Salomon Geiger + wife Telz
married since 1 Feb 1813 in Oettingen to Aron Goldbacher (grave 019)
(ca 1786 Hainsfarth – 26 Dec 1868 Oettingen)
son of Lazarus Levi Goldbacher + wife Theres

150 = 103  KLARA REGENSBURGER  (18 Aug 1813 Harburg – 20 Apr 1866 Oettingen)
(grave reads as "Guetele") daughter of Seligmann Isak Ball + wife Guetel nee Springmann
married since 7 May 1833 in Oettingen to hazzan Joseph Loeb Regensburger (= his second marriage)
(15 Feb 1788 Oettingen – 7 May 1871 Oettingen)
(grave 116)
son of Abraham Joseph Regensburger + first wife Sara
Joseph Loeb Regensburger was first married since 17 Aug 1815 to Jette nee Bettmann (16 Jul 1778 Oettingen – 14 Dec 1832 Oettingen) daughter of David Isaac Loeb Bettmann + wife Mariam

151 = 105 ? JETTE RIMON (2 Dec 1822 Oettingen – 19 Jul 1866 Oettingen) unmarried daughter of teacher Simon Rimon (28 Oct 1781 – 19 Aug 1864) his grave stone is missing and his first wife Karoline (ca 1791 – 1 May 1835) vital records sometimes show last name "Rimon" also as "Riemann"!

152 = 107 BELA SCHACHTEL (20 Jun 1776 Oettingen – 20 Aug 1866 Oettingen) unmarried daughter of Elias Beer Levi Schachtel (ca 1732 - 29 Apr 1800) + wife Kela (ca 1732 – 11 Oct 1807)

153 = 108 HENDEL GOLDSCHMIDT (ca 1786 Ansbach – 28 Jan 1867 Oettingen) daughter of Raphael in Ansbach married since 30 May 1814 in Oettingen to Hirsch Goldschmidt (grave 170) (11 Aug 1786 Oettingen – 10 Oct 1876 Oettingen) son of Hayum Baer Neuburger + wife Sorle

154 = 109 GUETEL CHAJA FROHMANN (ca 1770 Lauchheim – 10 Jul 1867 Oettingen) daughter of Salomon Levi in Lauchheim married since 30 Apr 1805 in Oettingen to Jakob Frohmann (grave 015) (ca 1775 Oettingen – 6 Jul 1857 Oettingen) son of Amson Jakob Wassertrueding + wife Voegele poem in German language:

"Gar einfach war Dein Leben, Du dachtest nie an Dich, nur fuer die Deinen streben, hieltest Du fuer Glueck and Pflicht"

155 =  --- empty space

156 = 118 ROESLE ASCHAFFENBURGER (ca 1789 Oettingen - 12 Aug 1868 Oettingen) unmarried daughter of Mendel Joseph Aschaffenburger (1746 – 1825) + wife Zerle thin plate, nearly illegible

157 = 119 THERESE OBERMEYER (ca 1792 Fuerth or Forth ? – 27 Aug 1868 Oettingen) widow of Hirsch Neubauer in Munich married since 13 Aug 1839 in Hainsfarth to negotiator Nathan Michael Obermeyer (grave 122) (ca 1796 Hainsfarth – 14 Jan 1869 Oettingen) son of Moses Nathan Obermeyer + wife Johanna Nathan Michael Obermeyer was first married since ca 1813 to Pesla nee Hausmann (ca 1795 Harburg – 24 Nov 1835 Hainsfarth) daughter of Simon Isaak Hausmann + wife Liebel

158 = 120 HENDEL SPRINGER (ca 1784 – 15 Nov 1868 Oettingen) she died at age 84 unmarried daughter of Simon Laemle Springer? born 12 Dec 1783? in Oettingen her sister? Guetele Springer see grave 102

159 = 123 JOHANNA MICHELBACHER (18 Jan 1846 Moenchsdreggingen – 31 Dec 1868 Oettingen) died when birthgiving, daughter of Bernhard Waitsfelder + wife Theres nee Steinharter married since 3 Sep 1867 in Noordlingen to Gabriel Michelbacher (grave 177) (25 Jun 1840 Oettingen – 1 Jul 1918 Oettingen) son of Abraham Michelbacher + wife Sophie nee Bauer Gabriel Michelbacher was married since 15 Feb 1870 in Oettingen to his second wife Sara Ries (11 Mar 1851 Hainsfarth – 24 Apr 1933 Oettingen) (grave 277) daughter of Seligmann Ries + wife Theres nee Steiner

160 = 127 BABETTE KLEINER (ca 1810 Steinhart – 13 Mar 1869 Oettingen) daughter of Nathan Hirsch Kleiner + wife Fradel
married since 6 Aug 1838 (in Steinhart) to Isaak Loew Kleiner in Steinhart (grave 263)  
(25 May 1807 Steinhart – 3 Jun 1890 Oettingen)  
son of Mahrum Kleiner + wife Jittel  
Isaak Loew Kleiner was married since 30 Aug 1870 in Oettingen to his second wife  
Mina Guldmann (26 Feb 1825 Harburg – 17 Oct 1892 Oettingen) (grave 96 a)  
daughter of Anschel Guldmann + Jachet in Harburg

161 = 128  
FANNY (or Voegele) ENGEL (4 Aug 1815 Oettingen – 13 May 1869 Oettingen)  
daughter of David Nathan Engel + wife Guetel  
made since 20 Jul 1842 in Oettingen to teacher Moses Nathan Engel (grave 174)  
(13 Mar 1803 Oettingen – 28 Sep 1873 Oettingen)  
son of Nathan Meyer Engel + first wife Hine

162 = 218  
SAMUEL NEUBURGER (2 Apr 1842 Oettingen - 4 May 1884 Oettingen)  
unmarried son of teacher Salomon Neuburger + wife Amalia nee Schwarz

163 = 215  
ABRAHAM MICHELBACHER (21 Mar 1804 Oettingen – 1 Oct 1883 Oettingen)  
master soap cook in Oettingen, son of Jacob Nathan Michelbacher + wife Adelheid  
made since 21 Mar 1804 to Sophie nee Bauer (grave 096)  
(16 Aug 1807 Buttenwiesen + 1 Oct 1896 Oettingen)  
daughter of Mayer Bauer + wife Esther

164 = 209  
ISAAC STEINER (18 Aug 1807 Oettingen - 15 Nov 1881 Oettingen)  
cook in Oettingen, son of Salomon Hessel Steiner + wife Adelheid  
made since 4 Nov 1845 to Jeanette nee Springer (grave 042)  
(14 Nov 1811 Oettingen – 1 Jun 1890 Oettingen)  
daughter of Moyses Isaak Springer (1778 – 1814) + wife Sprinz

165 = 206  
HENLE MOSES GUTMANN (4 Apr 1825 Oettingen – 10 Jan 1881 Oettingen)  
son of Moses Jonas Gutmann + wife Besle  
made since 28 Aug 1855 to Hanna nee Badmann (grave 284)  
(29 Jul 1828 Oettingen – 17 Nov 1880 Oettingen)  
daughter of Hirsch Michael Nathan Badmann + second wife Madele nee Meier

166 = 202  
GABRIEL REGENSBURGER (5 Apr 1797 Oettingen – 10 Aug 1880 Oettingen)  
servant of Jewish community in Oettingen  
unmarried son of Abraham Joseph Regensburger + second wife Merla

167 = 199  
HIRSCH MICHAEL HEUMANN (19 Jan 1805 Oettingen – 31 Oct 1879 Oettingen)  
(grave reads as "Heimann")  
merchant + shochet in Oettingen, son of shochet David Heyum Heumann  
made since 23 Apr 1839 to Sara nee Beck (grave 048)  
(13 May 1818 Huerben – 9 Dec 1889 Munich) died in Munich at son David's home  
daughter of Jakob Beck + wife Guetele nee Einstein

168 = 198  
SELMANN MICHELBACHER (29 Mar 1806 Oettingen – 17 Aug 1879 Oettingen)  
tobacco manufacturer + banker in Oettingen, son of Jacob Nathan Michelbacher + wife Adelheid  
made since 6 Feb 1837 in Oettingen to Jeanette nee Alter  
(17 Jul 1815 Hainsfarth – ca 4 Feb 1904 Nuernberg) buried 5 Feb 1904 in Nuernberg  
daughter of Lippmann Alter + wife Henriette  
poem in German language:  
"Wer im Gedaechtin seiner Lieben lebt, ist ja nicht tot, er ist nur fern, tot nur ist wer vergessen wird"

169 = 182  
MARX FLESCH (3 Jan 1806 Hainsfarth – 24 Oct 1876 Noerdlingen)  
horse dealer in Hainsfarth, son of Israel Joel Flesch + wife Ranle  
made (1) since 1 Oct 1832 in Hainsfarth to Adelheid nee Badmann  
(12 Feb 1805 Oettingen – 21 Sep 1833 Hainsfarth) buried in Wallerstein  
daughter of Hirsch Michael Badmann + first wife Roesle nee Hainsfarther  
made (2) since 19 Dec 1835 in Hainsfarth to Adelheid Steiner  
(ca 1816 Innsbruck / Austria – ?) died after 1876, but not in Oettingen
probably daughter of Mathias Steiner in Innsbruck / Austria

170 = 181  HIRSCH GOLDSCHMIDT  (11 Aug 1786 Oettingen – 10 Oct 1876 Oettingen)
son of Hayum Baer Goldschmidt + first wife Sorle
married since 30 May 1814 in Oettingen to Hendel from Ansbach (grave 153)
(ca 1786 Ansbach – 28 Jan 1867 Oettingen)
daughter of Raphael in Ansbach

171 = 178  CARL (called Chanandel) RIES  (12 Jun 1803 Oettingen – 18 Nov 1875 Oettingen)
unmarried son of hazzan Samuel Salomon Ries (1748 – 1808) + wife Baierle

172 = 175  ISAAC GUTMANN  (8 Jul 1803 Oettingen - 18 Mar 1875 Oettingen)
son of David Issac Gutmann + wife Bessie nee Gutmann
married (1) since 17 Feb in Oettingen 1829 to Mali nee Gutmann
(23 Dec 1804 Oettingen – 5 Oct 1844 Oettingen) buried in Wallerstein
daughter of Jakob Jonas Jonas Gutmann + wife Theres nee Meier
married (2) since 15 May 1846 in Oettingen to Sophie nee Gutmann (grave 140)
(6 Apr 1822 Oettingen – 27 Apr 1907 Oettingen)
daughter of Jakob Jonas Gutmann + wife Theres

173 = 168  MOSES HIRSCH FUCHS  (19 May 1789 Oettingen – 26 Jan 1874 Oettingen)
son of Samuel Moses Fuchs + wife Guetel nee Hechinger
married (1) since 21 Oct 1817 in Oettingen to Hanna nee Block
(ca 1789 Bechhofen – 2 Jul 1845 Oettingen) buried in Wallerstein
daughter of Mayer Block in Bechhofen
married (2) since 11 Feb 1846 in Oettingen to widow Karoline Berolzheimer nee Lippschuetz
(ca 1786 Kleinerdlingen – 18 Nov 1868 Kleinerdlingen) buried in Wallerstein
widow of Moses Berolzheimer (1794 Kleinerdlingen – 25 May 1836 Kleinerdlingen)
Karoline's father = Abraham Marx Lippschuetz, who died 14 Aug 1826 in Kleinerdlingen
stone mason = Lehmann

174 = 164  MOSES ENGEL  (13 Mar 1803 Oettingen – 28 Sep 1873 Oettingen)
teacher for Jewish religion + talmud at Jewish school in Oettingen
son of Nathan Meyer Engel + first wife Hinle
married since 20 Jul 1842 in Oettingen to Fanni nee Engel (grave 161)
(4 Aug 1815 Oettingen – 13 May 1869 Oettingen)
daughter of David Nathan Engel + wife Guetel

175 = 356  JAKOB ENGLAENDER  (10 Jun 1843 Hainsfarth – 22 Feb 1919 Oettingen)
merchant, son of David Loew Englaender + wife Karoline nee Englender
married since 23 May 1875 in Nuernberg to Pauline nee Bannemann (grave 236)
(30 Apr 1850 Burgkunstadt – 28 Aug 1924 Oettingen)
daughter of Sandel Bannemann + wife Babette

176 = 355  LEOPOLD GUTMANN  (5 Jun 1846 Hainsfarth – 23 Nov 1918 Munich)
merchant, son of Moses Loeb Gutmann + wife Bertha nee Gutmann
married since 26 Nov 1878 in Oettingen to Adelheid nee Badmann
(20 Oct 1855 Oettingen – 13 Feb 1940 Oettingen) gravestone is missing
daughter of Emanuel Badmann + wife Hendel nee Gutmann

177 = 354  GABRIEL MICHELBAChER  (25 Jun 1840 Oettingen – 1 Jul 1918 Oettingen)
merchant, son of Abraham Michelbacher + wife Sophie nee Bauer
married (1) since 3 Sep 1867 in Noerdlingen to Johanna nee Waitzfelder (Gra 159)
(18 Jan 1846 Moenchsdeggening – 31 Dec 1868 Oettingen)
daughter of Bernhard Watzfelder + wife Theres nee Steinharter
married (2) since 15 Feb 1870 in Oettingen to Sara nee Ries (grave 277)
(11 Mar 1851 Hainsfarth – 24 Apr 1933 Oettingen)
daughter of Seligmann Ries + wife Theres nee Steiner

178 = 353  ISAAC GUTMANN  (4 Sep 1834 Roth / Central Franconia – 14 Jun 1918 Oettingen)
farmer in Roth, later merchant in Oettingen since around 1899 (or even before)
son of Jacob Loew Gutmann + first wife Sara
married since 2 Jun 1863 to Mina nee Untermeier from Steinhart
doughter of Michael Untermeier + wife Hanna nee Heymann
(newspaper obit by son Benno Gutmann in Mainz)

179 = 352 NATHAN BADMANN (15 Oct 1859 Oettingen - 29 May 1918 Nuernberg)
merchant, son of Moritz Badmann + wife Lea nee Wambold
married since 10 Nov 1891 in Crailsheim to Bertha nee Mayer (grave 280)
(27 Sep 1870 Lehrensteinsfeld - 9 Sep 1930 Oettingen)
doughter of Moses Mayer + wife Rebeka nee Bachert

180 = 351 GUSTAV SCHUELEIN (22 Apr 1849 Thalmaessing – 1 May 1918 Oettingen)
baker in Oettingen, son of Joseph Schuelein + wife Bertha
married since 28 Jan 1880 to Karolina nee Kugler (grave 188)
(26 Jul 1855 Hainsfarth – 29 Aug 1917 Oettingen)
doughter of Benjamin Kugler + wife Klara nee Herrmann

181 = 349 SIGMUND OBERMEYER (29 Oct 1844 Steinhart – 17 Oct 1917 Nuernberg)
unmarried son of Mayer Obermeyer + wife Sara nee Oberdorfer
lived in Nuernberg, but was buried in Oettingen on his own wish

182 = 348? GABRIEL SCHULHEIMER (28 Mar 1848 Steinhart – 6 May 1917 Oettingen)
son of Salomon Hirsch Schulheimer + wife Caroline nee Herrmann
married since 17 Dec 1876 in Steinhart to Therese nee Obermeyer (grave 138)
(1 Apr 1855 Steinhart – 29 Jul 1907 Oettingen)
doughter of Mayer Obermeyer + wife Sara nee Oberdorfer

183 = 346 SIMON ENGLAENDER (31 Mar 1837 Hainsfarth – 18 Feb 1917 Oettingen)
son of David Loew Englaender + Karoline nee Englaender
married since 16 Nov 1869 to Clara nee Kronheimer
(28 Jun 1847 Schopfloch - 3 Aug 1933 Schafflach)
doughter of Heinrich Kronheimer in Schopfloch

184 = 359 NANNY LAUB (22 Jul 1858 where ? – 6 Jun 1920 Oettingen)
doughter of Israel Cramer + wife Karoline nee Berk
married since ca 1880 to Meier Herz Laub in Gleicherwiesen near Hildburghausen (Thueringen)
(11 Jun 1857 – 2 Jun 1902)
poem in German language:

"Dein hehrer Geist, dem auch der heftige Schmerz des Lebens nicht unversagt geblieben
kannt nur ein Ziel, das ird'sche Paradies zu schaffen, Deinem Gatten, Deinen Kindern"
doughter Isabelle nee Laub (born 11 Aug or Oct 1894 Gleicherwiesen - ?)
marrried 21 Oct 1919 in Nuernberg
factory owner Alfred Laub (born 11 Oct 1891 Gleicherwiesen)
died in January 1973 in Roslindale, Massachusetts USA
son of Loeser Laub + wife Mina nee Braun
couple Alfred + Isabelle Laub moved from Oettingen to Nuernberg in 1936 with their sons
Lothar (born 11 Dec 1920) and Rainer Martin (22 Jul 1925 - 7 Jan 2000, he died in Winter Springs, Seminole, Florida USA)

185 = 358 ROSA MANDELBAUM (4 Jun 1847 Oettingen – 16 Mar 1920 Oettingen)
doughter of Emanuel Badmann + Henriette nee Gutmann
married since 15 Dec 1869 in Noerdlingen to Wolf Mandelbaum in Crailsheim
(28 Oct 1844 Crailsheim – 26 Aug 1902 Crailsheim) buried in Crailsheim
son of Abraham Mandelbaum + wife Fanny nee Wacker

186 = 357 PEPPI HEUMANN (27 Nov 1860 Pflamloch – 10 Jul 1919 Bayreuth)
doughter of Jakob Regensteiner + Adelheid nee Holzinger in Noerdlingen
married since 19 Apr 1882 in Gunzenhausen to Joseph Heumann from Oettingen
(8 Oct 1853 Oettingen -?) died after 1919, but not in Oettingen
son of Hirsch Michael Heumann + wife Sara
couple got divorced later

187 = 350 AMALIE KLEIN (16 Apr 1847 Oettingen – 13 Apr 1918 Oettingen)
daughter of Moses Baer + wife Esther nee Badmann
married since 16 Apr 1866 to wine trader Simon Klein (grave 260)
(8 Dec 1840 Gnodstadt bei Ochsenfurt – 16 May 1892 Erlangen) died in surgical clinic
son of Ascher Klein + wife Dina nee Hausmann

188 = 348 KAROLINA SCHUELEIN (26 Jul 1854 Hainsfarth – 29 Aug 1917 Oettingen)
daughter of Benjamin Kugler junior + wife Clara nee Herrmann
married since 28 Jan 1880 to baker Gustav Schuelein in Oettingen (grave 180)
(22 Apr 1849 Thalmaessing – 1 May 1918 Oettingen)
son of Joseph Schuelein + wife Bertha

189 = 345 FANNY HERRMANN (11 Jan 1853 Aufhausen – 12 Sep 1916 Oettingen)
daughter of Mendel Levi + wife Mina nee Neuburger
married since 5 May 1874 in Steinhart to butcher Isak Loew Herrmann (grave 132)
(31 Jan 1844 Steinhart – 5 May 1911 Oettingen)
son of Salomon Herrmann + wife Kela

190 = --- ROSA REGENSBURGER (17 May 1851 Oettingen - 24 Aug 1916 Oettingen)
unmarried daughter of master weaver Abraham Regensburger + wife Jette nee Weil

191 = 343 THERESE RIES (12 Dec 1824 Steinhart – 12 May 1916 Oettingen)
daughter of Mendel Steiner + wife Zierle nee Oberdorfer
married since 25 Aug 1846 to Seligmann Ries in Hainsfarth
(ca Dec 1795 Hainsfarth – 15 Sep 1865 Hainsfarth) buried in Hainsfarth
son of David Ries (1755-1831) + wife Bela (1756-1831)

192 = 336 SARA HERRMANN (23 Jul 1856 Feuchtwangen – 30 Apr 1913 Oettingen)
daughter of Amalie Holzinger
married since 10 Dec 1878 to Heinrich Herrmann
(9 Mar 1845 Steinhart - ?) died after 1913, but not in Oettingen
son of Salomon Herrmann + wife Kela

193 = --- SOPHIE STRAUSS (22 Apr 1837 Westheim bei Hammelburg – 7 Jan 1912 Oettingen)
daughter of teacher Heinemann Schwab + wife Mariann nee Hessberg
married since ca 1865 (not in Oettingen) to teacher + hazzan Feist Strauss (grave 029)
(17 Dec 1834 Kleinheubach – 27 Apr 1898 Munich ) died in hospital
son of teacher + hazzan Wolf Strauss in Kleinheubach

194 = 130 GUETEL HEYMANN (ca 1785 Moenchschdeggingen ? – 18 Jun 1869 Oettingen)
she was a née Hoochstaedter
married since ca 1813 in Steinhart to Moses Hajum Heymann
(ca 1779 Steinhart – 5 Jun 1853 Steinhart) buried in Steinhart
son of Hajum Salomon Heymann + wife Hanna

195 = 131 PESLE RIES (11 Jul 1789 Oettingen – 18 Jul 1869 Oettingen)
unmarried daughter of hazzan Samuel Salomon Ries (1744–1808) + second wife Baierle (1764–1840)

196 = 134 VOEGELE GUTMANN (April 1789 Hainsfarth – 27 Oct 1869 Oettingen)
daughter of Jacob, widow of Sandel Neumayer in Oberdorf (1766 – 1838)
marrried since 24 Mar 1840 in Oettingen to widower Hirsch Jonas Gutmann (grave 023)
(30 Apr 1775 Oettingen – 2 Jun 1851 Oettingen)
son of Jonas Hirsch Gutmann + wife Theres

Hirsch Jonas Gutmann was first married since 18 Aug 1785 in Oettingen to
Lea Gutmann from Oberdorf (= daughter of 1753 in Oettingen born uncle)
(ca 1777 Oberdorf – 14 Mar 1836 Oettingen)
daughter of Lazarus Baer Gutmann + wife Sprinz nee Monheimer
197 = 136 BABETTE FUCHS (11 Mar 1813 Huerben – 12 Jan 1870 Oettingen) 
dughter of Moses Heymann + wife Marjam nee Binswanger 
made since 29 Apr 1833 to Moritz Fuchs (grave 073) 
(3 Mar 1803 Oettingen – 3 Jan 1859 Oettingen) 
son of Samuel Moises Fuchs + wife Guetele nee Hechinger

198 = 137 PESLE GUTMANN (3 Nov 1798 Oettingen – 27 Feb 1870 Oettingen) 
dughter of Hirsch Jonas Gutmann + wife Lea nee Gutmann 
made since 15 Nov 1815 in Oettingen to Moses Jonas Gutmann (grave 119) 
(27 Dec 1792 Oettingen – 31 May 1870 Oettingen) 
son of Jonas Hirsch Gutmann + wife Therese

199 =141 PESLE WEIL (14 Apr 1807 Oettingen – 25 Jan 1871 Oettingen) 
dughter of Jacob Jonas Gutmann + wife Therese nee Meyer 
made since 25 Aug 1830 to teacher David Weil in Hochberg (Wuerttemberg) 
(2 Mar 1800 Laupheim – 19 May 1847 Hochberg) 
son of Joseph Weil + wife Carolina

200 = 142 AMALIE BEROLZHEIMER (21 Mar 1796 Oettingen – 16 Apr 1871 Oettingen) 
dughter of Isaac Koppel Badmann + second wife Mali 
widow of Haenlein Berolzheimer, who had died in Gunzenhausen around 1845 
(Amalie was his second wife)

201 = --- REGINA (Reichele) TREUHERZER (ca 1795 Bechhofen – 4 May 1871 Oettingen) 
dughter of Maymon Zollfrei in Bechhofen 
made (1) since 14 Oct 1814 in Kleinerdlingen to widower Jakob Waldmann 
(ca 1790 Kleinerdlingen - 13 Dec 1819 Kleinerdlingen) buried in Wallerstein 
made (2) since 11 Aug 1823 in Kleinerdlingen to Loew Treuherzer 
(ca 1787 Harburg – 14 Jan 1859 Kleinerdlingen) buried in Wallerstein

202 = 146 HELENE FROHMANN (27 Jan 1851 Oettingen – 1 Jul 1871 Oettingen) 
unmarried daughter of Aron Frohmann + wife Bertha

203 = --- VALENTINE BETTMANN (13 Jan 1858 Oettingen – 1 Dec 1871 Oettingen) 
dughter of printshop owner David Bettmann + wife Regina nee Loewensteiner 
(gravestone decoration displays two hands in porcelain relief tied to each other) 
poem in German language: 
Zu frueh zurueck fuer's Elternhaus 
betruebt wohl das so sehr ?
dort lebt sie selig ohne Schmerz
sie glaenzt im Sternenmeer

Voll Edelsinn und Wissbegier
kannst sie kein hohes Glueck
als Liebe leisten lernen hier
da rief sie Gott zurueck

Was Kindesliebe je ersann
der Eltern Herz zu laben
als zartes Kind sie schon begann
ein Geiste hoch zu haben

204 = 155 BABETTE LOEWENSTEINER (ca 1788 Sulzbourg - 22 Feb 1872 Oettingen) 
unmarried daughter of Leib Arié ? in Sulzbourg
(probably related to David Bettmann's wife Regina nee Loewensteiner from Sulzbourg)

205 = 156 SARA GOLDSCHMIDT (22 Aug 1796 Oettingen – 3 Oct 1872 Oettingen) 
dughter of Wolf Oestreicher + wife Mirjam 
made since 14 Feb 1825 in Oettingen to Lazarus Goldschmidt 
(18 Nov 1797 Oettingen - ?) died after 1872, but not in Oettingen 
son of Hayum Baer Goldschmidt + second wife Babette
206 = 160  MADELE BADMANN (ca 1793 Hainsfarth – 4 Dec 1872 Oettingen)
dughter of Lazarus Meier + wife Hanna
married since 1 May 1816 in Oettingen to Hirsch Michael Badmann (his second wife)
(12 Mar 1772 Oettingen – 15 Oct 1840 Oettingen)
son of Nathan Koppel Badmann + wife Ranle
Hirsch Michael Badmann was first married since 16 Feb 1790 to Roesle Hainsfarther
(ca 1768 Hainsfarth – 6 Nov 1815 Oettingen)
dughter of Nathan David (last name "Hainsfarther" was only adopted in 1813)

207 = 163  AMALIE STEINER (ca 1810 Bechhofen – 11 Feb 1873 Oettingen)
dughter of Hirsch Jacob Bechhold + wife Juetele
married since 16 Aug 1837 in Oettingen to master shoemaker Jakob Steiner  (grave 113)
(22 Jun 1801 Oettingen – 9 Nov 1871 Oettingen)
son of Salomon Steiner + wife Adelheid

208 = 166  BELA GOLDBACHER (ca 1781 Hainsfarth – 21 Nov 1873 Oettingen)
(grave reads as "Bele") daughter of Salomon Mendel Reiter + wife Berl
married since 10 Sep 1816 to Abraham Lazarus Goldbacher (his second marriage)
(ca 1787 Hainsfarth – 28 Apr 1881 Oberdorf) died while visiting his daughter in Oberdorf
son of Lazarus Goldbacher + wife Theres
Abraham Lazarus Goldbacher was first married since 21 Oct 1881 to Mariam nee Reiter
(ca 1785 Hainsfarth – 8 Jul 1816 Oettingen) she was the sister of his second wife

209 = 251  HEINRICH (born Herz) WEINMANN (23 Jun 1820 Oettingen - 4 Nov 1888 Wassertruedingen)
son of Jacob Wolf Weinmann (ca 1775 – 26 Apr 1832) in Oettingen
Heinrich Weinmann had spent most of his life in North America until 1887, when he returned to
Oettingen. He died overnight on a business trip in Wassertruedingen's guesthouse "Zur Ente".
Hidden in a secret pocket were 240 Goldmark, which then was a lot of money.

210 = 250  ABRAHAM BADMANN (22 Jun 1825 Oettingen – 23 Aug 1888 Oettingen)
unmarried son of Hirsch Michael Badmann + second wife Matela nee Meier

211 = 245  SALOMON HERRMANN (ca 1804 Steinhart – 11 Jun 1887 Oettingen)
butcher in Steinhart, since ca 1855 in Oettingen
son of Simon Herrmann + first wife Jittele
married since 2 Apr 1843 in Steinhart to Karoline nee Schlossmann  (grave 049)
(ca 1813 Steinhart – 2 Feb 1889 Oettingen)
daughter of Isaac Schlossmann + wife Bessel

212 = ---  MORITZ GUTMANN  (13 Mar 1808 Oettingen – 29 Mar 1887 Oettingen)
master bookbinder, son of Henle Jonas Gutmann + wife Hindele
married since 16 Aug 1836 in Oettingen to Fanni Baer from Oberdorf  (grave 298)
(1 May 1811 Oberdorf – 11 Apr 1887 Oettingen)
daughter of Samuel Baer + wife Madel nee Oberdorfer

213 = 242  NATHAN HEYMANN (15 Apr 1811 Steinhart - 15 Feb 1887 Oettingen)
son of Moses Heymann + wife Gietele
married since 15 Feb 1842 in Steinhart to Jeanette nee Schuelein  (grave 040)
(ca 1815 Bechhofen – 18 Aug 1890 Oettingen)
daughter of Raphael Schuelein + wife Besle

214 = 240  MARUM KLEINER (24 May 1839 Steinhart - 26 Nov 1886 Oettingen)
unmarried son of Isaak Loew Kleiner + wife Breindel nee Kleinier

215 = 235  JOSEPH BUCKMANN (ca 1804 Steinhart – 20 May 1886 Oettingen)
unmarried son of Mendel Buckmann + wife Genendel nee Lauchheimer

216 = 230  HIRSCH NEUMANN (12 Dec 1841 Hainsfarth – 28 Nov 1885 Oettingen)
son of Seligmann Neumann + wife Elise nee Steinmeier
married since ca 1869 in Chicago, Illinois USA to Adelheid nee Speyer (grave 251)
(28 May 1838 Kirchbrombach/Odenwald - 1 Jul 1878 Oettingen)
daughter of Maier Speyer + wife Babette nee Mohr

Hirsch Neumann lived in Chicago, Illinois USA ca 1865 - 1872 as a fruit dealer,
he named himself "Henry Newman" and got married there around 1869,
daughter Babette was born 25 Dec 1870 in Chicago. Couple lived together with
William Speyer (born ca 1850 in Germany), obviously related to Adelheid nee Speyer.

217 = 229  NATHAN EMANUEL (ca 1794 Steinhart – 31 Oct 1885 Oettingen)
baker, son of Abraham Emanuel + wife Veile
first married since 3 Jan 1827 in Steinhart to Tolz Steinharter
(ca 1802 Bechhofen – 16 Jun 1829 Steinhart) buried in Steinhart
daughter of Isaias Steinharter + wife Sprinz
Nathan Emanuel was married since 21 May 1829 in Steinhart to his second wife
Bertha Steinharter (sister of his first wife)
(ca 1798 Bechhofen – 5 Aug 1869 Steinhart) buried in Steinhart

218 = 223  HEINRICH GUTMANN (14 Sep 1824 Oettingen – 16 Dec 1884 Oettingen)
clerk in Oettingen, unmarried son of Jakob Gutmann + wife Sara nee Bier

219 = 222  HERRMANN (Hirsch) GROSSMEYER (ca 1809 Oettingen - 6 Dec 1884 Oettingen)
master butcher in Oettingen, son of Marx Mendel Grossmeyer + wife Resele
married since 15 Apr 1839 in Oettingen to Jette nee Thannhauser (grave 047)
(24 Dec 1808 Huerben – 16 Dec 1889 Oettingen)
daughter of Heium Thannhauser + wife Esther

220 = 221  KARL BADMANN (19 Jan 1819 Oettingen – 9 Nov 1884 Oettingen)
merchant in Oettingen, son of David Loew Badmann + wife Breindel nee Gutmann
married since 8 Nov 1859 to Rosalie nee Greif
(18 May 1836 Bayreuth - ?) died after 1884, but not in Oettingen
daughter of Moritz Greif

extensive grave inscription

221 = 380  MAX OBERMEYER (14 Mar 1880 Oettingen – 27 Jan 1931 Oettingen)
son of Nathan Obermeyer + wife Hanna nee Gutmann
married since 1 Jul 1912 in Nuernberg to Fanny nee Balbier
(28 Aug 1888 Ulm - ?) emigrated to Sao Paulo / Brazil in 1939
daughter of Samuel Balbier + wife Sara

222 = 378  LEOPOLD GUTMANN (22 Oct 1869 Ichhausen – 7 Jul 1930 Oettingen)
teacher in Oettingen, son of master tailor Emanuel Gutmann + wife Jette nee Sammler
married since 9 Oct 1896 to Henriette nee Strauss
(5 Jun 1873 Oettingen – 13 Feb 1943 Theresienstadt)
daughter of hazzan and teacher Feist Strauss + wife Sophie nee Schwab

Sohn Ludwig Gutmann (stud med) died "nach 19 monatiger treuester Pflichterfuellung im
Feindesland" on 6 Jun 1918 as "Einjaehrig-Gefreiter im 27. Bayerischen Infanterie Regiment
(2. Kompanie)" – death note in newspaper was signed by Meta and Felix Gutmann
newspaper report on Leopold Gutmann's son Ludwig reflects the fact that he had served as a
soldier in a Bavarian regiment during World War I and was killed in action after 19 months of duty.

223 = 377  LOUIS BADMANN (5 Jun 1852 Oettingen – 6 May 1930 Oettingen)
son of Moritz Badmann + wife Lea nee Wambold
married since 1 Jul 1879 to first wife Bertha nee Wohl (grave 302)
(18 Nov 1855 Scheinfeld – 18 Aug 1888 Oettingen)
daughter of Marum Wohl + wife Agathe
married since 28 Oct 1890 to second wife Rachel nee Rosenbaum
(29 Oct 1862 Theilheim – ca 1940 Manchester / England)
daughter of Loeb Rosenbaum + wife Gela nee Klay

Rachel emigrated to England together with her granddaughter Irene
224 = --- SIGMUND EMANUEL (18 Aug 1859 Steinhart – 12 Sep 1929 Oettingen) 
unmarried son of Abraham Emanuel + first wife Zierle nee Oberdorfer

son of Jacob Springer + wife Mathilde nee Binswanger 
made in 1919 in Cronheim to Irma nee Schulmann 
(26 Oct 1892 Cronheim – 1942 Riga) victim of Shoah 
daughter of Abraham Schulmann + wife Sophie nee Elkan

226 = 370 HEINRICH HERRMANN (9 Mar 1845 Steinhart – 24 Jun 1927 Oettingen) 
butcher, soldier during German-French War of 1870-1871, 
son of Salomon Herrmann + wife Karoline nee Schlossmann 
made in 1878 in Oettingen to Sara nee Holzinger 
(23 Jul 1856 Feuchtwangen – 30 Apr 1913 Oettingen) 
daughter of Amalie Holzinger 
death notice in newspaper was signed by sons Siegbert + Julius Herrmann from Munich + Bamberg

227 = --- HIRSCH MICHAEL BADMANN (4 Jan 1850 Oettingen – 6 May 1924 Oettingen) 
son of farmer Emanuel Badmann + wife Henriette nee Gutmann 
made since 1881 to Kathi nee Kohn (grave 278) 
(cu Oct 1857 Adelsdorf – 23 Mar 1932 Kitzingen) 
daughter of master weaver Abraham Kohn + wife Blumenlein nee Dispecker 
Kathi died at her daughter Bertha's home in Kitzingen (Bertha had married Siegfried Gerst)

228 = --- HESSEL STEINER (1 Aug 1851 Oettingen – 18 Mar 1924 Oettingen) 
former banker in Oettingen, son of cook Isak Steiner + wife Jeanette nee Springer 
made in 1880 to Therese nee Hirschberger (grave 240) 
(14 Jan 1855 Gerolzhofen – 13 Oct 1920 Oettingen) 
daughter of Aron Hirschberger + wife Dorchen

229 = 373 DR ERNST MAYER (5 Apr 1884 Berlin – 27 Nov 1923 Hainsfarth) 
practitioner in Hainsfarth, also practising at Oettingen hospital, 
specialized in x-ray examinations and ultraviolet artificial sunray treatment 
he was not married

230 = 230 SIGMUND BAUMANN (8 Feb 1839 Oettingen – 14 May 1922 Oettingen) 
optician in Oettingen, since 1866 trader of farm products in Oettingen 
son of master baker Hirsch Baumann + first wife Bertha nee Heymann 
there is no indication that he might have been married 
grave inscription nearly illegible, covered with moss

231 = 376 IRMGARD HERRMANN (4 Feb 1915 Oettingen – 1 Apr 1930 Oettingen) 
daughter of cattle dealer Joseph Herrmann + wife Martha nee Saemann 
(Joseph Herrmann was killed in combat action during World War I in 1916, 
his wife Martha drowned herself in 1928 in Woernitz river) see graves 125 + 234

232 = 374 ADELHEID STEINER (29 Nov 1847 Oettingen – 30 Apr 1929 Oettingen) 
unmarried daughter of Isak Steiner + wife Jeanette nee Springer

233 = 372a THERESE KAHN (11 Oct 1878 Oettingen – 28 Dec 1928 Klingenberg / Main) 
daughter of Jacob Englaender + wife Pauline nee Bannemann 
made to Julius Kahn, merchant in Klingenberg (grave 271) 
(10 Nov 1877 Oberalterthum near Wuerzburg – 15 Mar 1931 Klingenberg / Main) 
son of drapery dealer Loew Kahn + wife Michle nee Kahn

234 = --- MARTHA HERRMANN (15 Apr 1891 Sugenheim – 9 Apr 1928 Oettingen) 
drowned herself in Woernitz river, daughter of David Saemann + wife Rosa nee Weissmann 
made since 12 Oct 1913 in Gunzenhausen to cattle dealer Joseph Herrmann (grave 125) 
(9 Jul 1881 Oettingen – 28 May 1916) killed in combat action during World War I
son of Isaak Herrmann + wife Fanny nee Levy
daughter Irmgard = grave 231

235 = 369 AMALIE MICHIELBACHER (17 Mar 1862 Hainsfarth – 10 Nov 1926 Oettingen)
daughter of Simon Abraham Gutmann + wife Regine nee Steiner
married since 19 Dec 1886 to widower Amson Michelbacher (grave 131) = his second marriage
(13 Nov 1844 Oettingen – 22 Apr 1912 Oettingen)
daughter of Abraham Michelbacher + wife Sophie nee Bauer
Amson Michelbacher was first married since 24 Oct 1871 to Therese nee Gutmann (grave 293)
(14 Dec 1842 Oettingen – 26 Jul 1885 Munich) died in Munich City Hospital
daughter of Nathan Gutmann + wife Fanny nee Waldmann

236 = --- PAULINE ENGLAENDER (30 Apr 1850 Burgkunstadt – 28 Aug 1924 Oettingen)
daughter of Sandel Bannemann + wife Babette
married since 23 May 1875 in Nürnberg to Jacob Englaender (grave 175)
(10 Jun 1843 Hainsfarth – 22 Feb 1919 Oettingen)
son of David Loew Englaender + Karoline nee Englaender

237 = 366 MATHILDE DREIFUSS aus Strassburg (17 Aug 1886 – 30 Apr 1924)
died as a widow in Oettingen Hospital
she was a nee Levy, her brother A Levy in Mainz signed death notice in newspaper

238 = 363 ADELE LAMM (24 Jun 1884 Oettingen – 17 Jun 1923 Oettingen)
daughter of Joseph Neumann + wife Peppi nee Heumann
married since 6 Sep 1909 in Ellwangen to cattle dealer Moritz Lamm
(3 Aug 1881 Oberdorf - ?) emigrated to Sao Paulo / Brazil in 1939
son of Mendel Hayum Lamm + wife Fany nee Rosenberger
Moritz Lamm's sister Betty (born 24 Jul 1869 Oberdorf) returned to Oberdorf in 1939
and died there 3 Mar 1941
Max Lamm (born 14 Jan 1911 Oettingen), only child of Moritz and Adele Lamm,
went to Nuernberg in 1927

239 = --- MATHILDE SPRINGER (4 Nov 1848 Binswangen – 16 Jul 1921 Oettingen)
daughter of Jacob Salomon Binswanger + wife Regine nee Springer in Binswangen (later Fuért)
marrried since 17 Feb 1878 in Fuert to Jakob Springer (grave 133)
(25 Nov 1847 Oettingen – 31 Jan 1911 Oettingen)
merchant in Oettingen, illegitimate son of Gela Springer
Regine Binswanger died in Oettingen 3 Jun 1878 (grave 250)

240 = 360 THERESIE STEINER (14 Jan 1855 Gerolzhofen – 13 Oct 1920 Oettingen)
daughter of Aron Hirschberger + wife Dorchen
married since 29 Apr 1880 in Fuert to banker Hessel Steiner (grave 228)
(1 Aug 1851 Oettingen 1851 – 18 Mar 1924 Oettingen)
son of Isaac Steiner + wife Jeanette nee Springer

241 = --- HENRIETTE OBERMEYER (7 Nov 1800 Pappenheim – 26 Apr 1874 Oettingen)
daughter of Abraham Neumark
married since 1 Nov 1826 to teacher Wolf Obermeyer in Hainsfarth (serving 1822 - 1863)
(26 May 1800 Treuchtlingen - ?) died after 1874, but not in Oettingen
son of Abraham Obermeyer
poem in German language:
"Der Gattin und der Mutter Pflicht, wahrlich du vergassesst sie nicht
Drob warst den Deinen lieb und werth, allgemein nach Gebuehr verehrt
auch hast Du der Krankheit Plagen Gott ergeben still ertragen
nun verwandeln Deine Leiden sich in hehre Himmelsfreuden"

242 = 173 ? MATHILDE STEINER (23 Feb 1853 Oettingen - 29 Aug 1874 Oettingen)
unmarried daughter of Garkoch Isak Steiner + wife Jeanette nee Springer
243 = 174  KLARA (Gitile) ASCHAFFENBURGER (ca 1791 Kleinerdlingen – 22 Dec 1874 Wassertrueidingen) 
had lived for years as a widow in Wassertrueidingen, daughter of Isaia in Kleinerdlingen 
moved on 30 Apr 1823 in Oettingen to Joseph Aschaffenburger (grave 018) 
(26 Apr 1785 Oettingen – 18 Feb 1854 Oettingen) 
son of Mendel Joseph Aschaffenburger + wife Zerle 

KLARA's father probably was Jesiaias Kleinerdlinger who died 2 Apr 1814 at age 80 in Oettingen

244 = 176  LEA BADMANN (ca 1817 Cronheim – 15 Apr 1875 Oettingen) 
probably daughter of soap cook Lippers Hirsch Wambold 
moved on 20 May 1851 in Oettingen to master cloth maker Moritz Badmann 
(his gravestone is missing) 
(5 May 1817 Oettingen – 13 Dec 1901 Oettingen) 
son of David Loew Badmann + wife Breindel nee Gutmann

245 = 179  ROSINE KIRSCHBAUM (ca 1803 Steinhardt - 26 Apr 1876 Oettingen) 
born as Roesle, daughter of David Meyer Untermeier + wife Merle 
widow of Abraham Kirschbaum in Feuchtwangen

246 = 183  MATHILDE KUGLER (4 Jul 1863 Oettingen – 25 Mar 1877 Oettingen) 
unmarried daughter of Bernhard Kugler + 1. wife Klara nee Zollfrei 
poem in German language: 
"Du warst hier unsere Freund und unseres Lebens Glueck 
so spricht der Mutter Jammer, des Vaters Traenenblick 
leb wohl geliebte Seele, leb wohl in Ewigkeit 
einst sehen wir uns wieder in jener Herrlichkeit"

247 = 184  KLARA SPRINGER (1 Dec 1808 Oettingen – 31 Mar 1877 Oettingen) 
unmarried daughter of Moses Isak Springer (also called "Kleinerdlinger") + wife Sprinz

248 = ---  PEPI DANNHEIMER (27 Jun 1839 Hainsfarth - 11 Sep 1877 Oettingen) 
dughter of Hirsch Salomon Reiter + wife Esther nee Oberdorfer 
moved since ??? to meat products trader Adolf Dannheimer (born as Aron Goldschmidt) (#) 
who probably was born in Buederich (near Arnsberg in Westphalia), 
his home town 1872-1879 was Bamberg, around 1877 he lived in Fuerth, 
in 1879 he moved to Kulmbach 
Adolf Dannheimers parents = Pinchas Dannheimer + wifer Jette nee Hess 

Peppi ran a wholesale spirits business together with Sara Reiter from Hainsfarth 
couple had three children = Rosalie + Cornelia + Hermann

(#) Adolf Dannheimer married again on 23 Jan 1878 in Kleinerdlingen 
Reichele/Rika Reiter (born 7 May 1848 in Hainsfarth) = sister of his first wife

249 = 187  BABETTE GUTMANN (25 Nov 1817 Oettingen - 26 Sep 1877 Ulm / Donau) 
unmarried daughter of Henle Jonas Gutmann + wife Hindele 
sister of Moritz Gutmann + Nehm Gutmann in Oettingen 
she had worked as a house keeper in Ulm 

poem in German language: 
"Gut im Handel 
fromm im Glauben 
treu der Pflicht 
solcher Werth 
vergisst sich nicht"

250 = 190  REGINE BINSWANGER (10 May 1810 Oettingen - 3 Jun 1878 Oettingen) 
dughter of Moyses Isak Springer + wife Sprinz ? 
moved since ca 1836 in Binswanger to Jacob Salomon Binswanger 
couple lived in Binswanger, widow later lived in Fuerth) 
Regine Binswanger died when visiting her daughter Mathilde Springer in Oettingen (see grave 239)
251 = 191  ADELHEID NEUMANN (28 May 1838 Kirchbronnach/Odenwald – 17 Jul 1878 Oettingen)
dughter of Maier Speyer + wife Babette nee Mohr
married since ca 1869 in Chicago, Illinois USA to Hirsch Neumann (grave 216)
(13 Dec 1841 Hainsfarth – 28 Nov 1885 Oettingen)
son of Seligmann Neumann + wife Elise nee Steinmeier
Adelheid Speyer emigrated to the USA via Hamburg and arrived in New York
(by ship "Germanic") on 2 Sep 1868

252 = ---  BERELE BIER (April 1796 Hainsfarth – 1 Nov 1878 Oettingen)
dughter of Elias Marx Rosenthaler + first wife Lea
married since 28 May 1817 in Oettingen to Koppel Michael Bier
(23 Oct 1793 Oettingen – 29 Jul 1842 Oettingen) buried in Wallerstein
son of Simon Marx Bier + first wife Hanna nee Badmann

253 = ---  BERTHA FROHMANN (16 Mar 1820 Oettingen – 24 Jan 1879 Oettingen)
dughter of Moyses Hirsch Fuchs + wife Hanna nee Mayer
married since 24 Jan 1842 in Oettingen to Aron Frohmann (grave 115)
(4 Nov 1812 Oettingen – 4 Aug 1871 Oettingen)
son of Jacob Amson Frohmann + wife Gutel Chaja

254 = 195  BABETTE (Besle) GUTMANN (26 Apr 1832 Ederheim - 29 Jan 1879 Oettingen)
dughter of Abraham Rosenberger + wife Mirjam
married since 29 May 1855 (in Noerdingen) to Joseph Gutmann in Oettingen (grave 081)
(7 Jun 1822 Hainsfarth – 18 Jul 1902 Oettingen)
son of David Gutmann + wife Jitete

255 = 283  LOUIS (born as Lazarus) OBERMEYER (22 Oct 1820 Hainsfarth – 31 Aug 1894 Oettingen)
master tanner in Hainsfarth, son of Nathan Michael Obermeyer + wife Pessla
married since 19 Nov 1850 in Oettingen to Sophie nee Gutmann (grave 139)
(23 Jul 1827 Oettingen – 6 Jul 1907 Oettingen)
daughter of Moses Jonas Gutmann + wife Bessele nee Gutmann

256 = 282  SIGMUND HERRMANN (22 May 1877 Steinhart – 18 Jan 1894 Munich)
unmarried butcher, son of Isaak Herrmann + wife Fanny
(family lived in Steinhart until 1877, then moved to in Oettingen)

257 = 281  BERNHARD KUGLER (31 Dec 1823 Hainsfarth – 27 Dec 1893 Oettingen)
horse dealer, son of Salomon Kugler + wife Merla nee Einhorn
married (1) since 24 Aug 1854 to Klara Zollfrei
(24 Oct 1824 Bechhofen – 10 Apr 1881 Oettingen) (grave 285)
probably daughter of Moses Seckel Levi Zollfrei + wife Suessle
married (2) since 25 Aug 1881 to widow Sara Oberdorfer nee Kohn
(5 May 1835 Crailsheim - ?) died after 1893, but not in Oettingen
daughter of Samuel Kohn + wife Gela nee Hirsch in Crailsheim
Sara was first married since 14 Oct 1872 in Oberdorf to
master baker + inn keeper Urias Oberdorfer (1814 – 1878) in Oberdorf

258 = 280  DAVID GUTMANN (28 Apr 1833 Oettingen – 30 Oct 1893 Oettingen)
master baker, son of Isak Gutmann + wife Sophie nee Gutmann
married since 9 Mar 1859 in Gunzenhausen to Emma nee Lang (grave 144)
(ca 1831 Treuchtlingen – 24 Aug 1905 Oettingen)
daughter of Joseph Lang

poem in German language:
"Ruhe sanft ! Dein Auge schloß sich zu
nun weilst Du im Land der Ruh
Dein Gott hat wohlan Dir gethan
nun rührt Dich keine Qual mehr an
Dein Herz war edel, treu und rein"
Du wirst mir unvergesslich sein
dereinst dort oben in des Himmels Hoehn
geb Gott uns frohes Wiedersehn"


260 = 277 SIMON KLEIN (8 Dec 1840 Gnodstadt near Ochsenfurt – 16 May 1892 Erlangen) died in a surgical clinic wine trader in Oettingen, son of Ascher Klein + wife Dina nee Hausmann married since 16 Apr 1866 to Amalia nee Baer (grave 187) (16 Apr 1847 Oettingen – 13 Apr 1918 Oettingen) daughter of Moses Baer + wife Esther nee Badmann


262 = --- SALOMON SCHLOSSMANN (ca 1811 Steinhart – 17 Jul 1891 Hainsfarth) master tailor in Steinhart (since 1853 in Oettingen), son of Issaac Joseph Schlossmann + wife Bessel married since 23 Nov 1841 in Steinhart to Babette nee Herrmann (grave 299) (ca 1811 Steinhart – 15 Jun 1887 Oettingen) daughter of Samuel Herrmann + wife Treinle


264 = 261 HERRMANN EMANUEL (19 Jul 1867 Steinhart – 19 Mar 1890 Oettingen) unmarried son of Abraham Emanuel + wife Karoline nee Oberdorfer

265 = 253 MARX BADMANN (18 Dec 1821 Oettingen – 30 Jan 1889 Oettingen) son of David Loew Badmann + wife Breindel nee Gutmann married since 18 Aug 1863 to Hanna nee Gutmann (grave 135) (24 May 1838 Oettingen – 1 Feb 1911 Oettingen) daughter of Isak Gutmann + wife Mali nee Gutmann

oder 263?


(Simon Baer was born 17 Jun 1841 in Oettingen and died 17 Oct 1908 in Fuerth he was married since 17 Jun 1863 in Fuerth to Julie nee Frankenthal and had a business in Fuerth dealing with farm products and mirror glass)

267 = 389 LOUIS EMANUEL (18 Dec 1871 Steinhart – 6 Jan 1934 Oettingen) shoe trader in Oettingen, son of Abraham Emanuel + wife Karoline nee Oberdorfer
married since 15 Aug 1899 in Oettingen to Bertha nee Mandelbaum
(13 Jun 1875 Crailsheim – 2 Jan 1843) died in Theresienstadt ghetto
doughter of Wolf Mandelbaum + wife Rosa nee Badmann

268 = 388  SAMUEL MARTIN  (21 Apr 1869 Cronheim – 30 Sep 1933 Oettingen)
cattle dealer in Oettingen, son of butcher Schmaja Loeb Martin + wife Therese nee Mandelbaum
married since 7 Dec 1896 in Wassertruedingen to Hanna nee Englaender (grave 275)
(22 Jul 1871 Hainsfarth – 25 Jan 1936 Oettingen)
doughter of Leopold Englaender + Jette nee Regensteiner
son Julius was born 24 Jan 1898 in Cronheim

269 = 384  JULIUS GUTMANN  (20 Jun 1867 Heidenheim / Central Franconia – 15 Feb 1932 Oettingen)
son of Moses Gutmann + wife Regine nee Sommer
married since ca 1899 to Ida nee Leiter (born 8 Mar 1876 Buttenwiesen )
doughter of farmer David Baruch Leiter + wife Mina nee Reh
(Ida Gutmann was deported in 1942 from Hainsfarth to Auschwitz and "disappeared" there)
son Max (19 Jul 1900 – 27 Nov 1900) was born in Heidenheim
son Benno (13 Mar 1903 – 1943) was deported and "disappeared" in Eastern Europe)
doughter Karola (born 18 Dec 1911) emigrated to New York

270 = 383  HERMANN BADMANN  (7 Jun 1864 Oettingen – 11 Apr 1931 Oettingen)
son of Marx Badmann + wife Hanna nee Gutmann
married since 3 Jan 1893 in Wassertruedingen to Martha nee Gutmann (grave 273)
(4 Oct 1870 Hainsfarth – 4 Dec 1938 Oettingen)
doughter of Joseph Gutmann + wife Pesle

271 = ---  JULIUS KAHN  (10 Nov 1877 Oberaltertheim near Wuerzburg – 15 Mar 1931 Klingenberg/Main)
son of drapery dealer Loew Kahn + wife Michle nee Kahn
married (1) to Theres nee Englaender (grave 233)
(11 Oct 1878 Oettingen – 28 Dec 1928 Klingenberg/Mayn)
doughter of Jacob Englaender + wife Pauline nee Bannemann
Julius Kahn married (2) since 19 Dec 1930 in Tauberbischofsheim
Kaethe Sauer (27 Jul 1899 Tauberbischofsheim – died in Auschwitz, unknown when)
grave monument covered with moss

272 = ---  BERTHA SCHLOSSMANN  (18 May 1856 Oettingen - 10 Mar 1942 Oettingen)
doughter of Hirsch Michael Heumann + wife Sara
married since ca 1879 to master tailor Leopold Schlossmann (grave 127)
(24 Aug 1851 Steinhart – 23 Dec 1914 Oettingen)
son of Salomon Schlossmann + wife Besla
family lived in Gunzenhausen 1879 – 1886, thereafter in Oettingen
 two daughters, only noted as memorial inscription:
BETTY SCHLOSSMANN  (20 Jun 1880 Gunzenhausen – 1942 Piaski) victim of Shoah
MINNA SCHLOSSMANN  (20 Nov 1881 Gunzenhausen - 1942 Piaski) victim of Shoah

273 = 393  MARTHA BADMANN  (4 Oct 1870 Hainsfarth – 4 Dec 1938 Oettingen)
doughter of Joseph David Gutmann + wife Pesle nee Rosenberger
married since 3 Jan 1893 in Wassertruedingen to Hermann Badmann (grave 270)
(7 Jun 1864 Oettingen – 11 Apr 1931 Oettingen)
son of Max Badmann + wife Hanna nee Gutmann

274 = 391  BERTHA FRANKEN  (6 Mar 1850 Ichenhausen – 4 Jan 1937 Oettingen)
doughter of butcher Mayer Loew Heilbronner + wife Klara nee Weil
widow of NNFranken from Neustadt / Saale
Bertha Franken had lived with the Regensburger family in Oettingen

275 = 390  HANNCHEN MARTIN  (22 Jul 1871 Hainsfarth – 4 Jan 1936 Oettingen)
daughter of Leopold Englaender + wife Jette nee Regensteiner
married since 7 Dec 1896 in Wassertruedingen to Samuel Martin (grave 268)
(21 Apr 1869 Cronheim – 30 Sep 1933 Oettingen)
son of Schmaja Loeb Martin + wife Therese nee Mandelbaum

276 = 387 CLARA ENGLAENDER (28 Jun 1847 Schopfloch – 3 Aug 1933 Oettingen)
dughter of Heinrich Kronheimer + wife Sophie nee Bernheimer
married since 16 Nov 1869 to Simon Englaender (grave 183)
(31 Mar 1837 Hainsfarth – 18 Feb 1917 Oettingen)
son of David Loew Englaender + wife Caroline nee Englaender

277 = 386 SARA MICHELBAUCHER (11 Mar 1851 Hainsfarth – 24 Apr 1933 Oettingen)
dughter of Seligmann Ries + wife Theresa nee Steiner
married since 15 Feb 1870 in Oettingen to Gabriel Michelbacher (grave 177) = his 2nd marriage
(25 Jun 1840 Oettingen – 1 Jul 1918 Oettingen)
son of Abraham Michelbacher + wife Sophie nee Bauer
Gabriel Michelbacher was first married since 3 Sep 1867 to Johanna nee Waizfelder
(18 Jan 1846 Moenchsdallegingen – 31 Dec 1868 Oettingen) (grave 159)
dughter of Bernhard Witzelder + wife Theresa nee Steinharter

278 = 385 KATHI BADMANN (28 Sep 1855 ? Adelsdorf – 23 Mar 1932 Kitzingen)
widow in Kitzingen, daughter of Abraham Kohl + wife Blaumlein nee Dispecker
married since 7 Dec 1881 to Hirsch Michael Badmann (grave 227)
(4 Jan 1850 Oettingen – 6 May 1924 Oettingen)
son of Emanuel Badmann + Henriette nee Gutmann
Kathi Badmann died at her daughter Bertha's home in Kitzingen, Bertha had married Siegfried Gerst

279 = 387 SOPHIE SCHAEFER (19 Aug 1846 Hochberg near Ludwigsburg - 13 Feb 1931 Oettingen)
doughter of Schmaue Weis + wife Regina nee Meyer (couple lived in Ludwigsburg since 1870)
moved since 18 Aug 1869 in Hainsfarth to Otto Schaefer (grave 035)
(11 Mar 1840 Hainsfarth – 5 Jan 1896 Oettingen)
son of Abraham Schaefer + wife Hanna nee Monheimer

280 = 379 BERTHA BADMANN (27 Sep 1870 Lehrensteinsfeld – 9 Sep 1930 Oettingen)
suicide by hanging, daughter of Moses Mayer in Crailsheim + wife Rebeka nee Bachert
married since 10 Nov 1891 in Crailsheim to Nathan Badmann (grave 179)
(15 Oct 1859 Oettingen – 30 May 1918 Oettingen)
son of Moritz Badmann + wife Lea nee Wambold

281 = (199) AMALIE NEUBUERGER (17 Tamus 566 = 3 Jul 1806 Pappenheim - 29 Apr 1879 Oettingen)
(probably daughter of Samuel Joseph Schwarz + wife Bluemle
married since 29 May 1827 in Oettingen to teacher Salomon Neubuerger (grave 112)
(20 Sep 1792 Oettingen – 21 Dec 1871 Oettingen)
son of Loew Koppel Neuburger + wife Breinle

282 = 201 SARA UNTERMEIER (23 Feb 1816 Oettingen - 9 Jun 1880 Oettingen)
doughter of Loeb Goldschmidt + wife Fanny
married since 14 Feb 1843 to Hirsch Untermeier (grave 066)
(ca 1810 Steinhart – 9 Jan 1864 Oettingen)
son of David Untermeier + wife Merle

283 = 205 MARTHA GUTMANN (14 Apr 1861 Oettingen – 5 Oct 1880 Augsburg)
doughter of master baker David Gutmann + Emma nee Lang
married since 28 Apr 1880 (in Hainsfarth) to leather trader Moritz Gutmann in Augsburg
(7 Oct 1851 Hainsfarth – 7 Oct 1932 Augsburg)
son of Leopold Gutmann + wife Rieke nee Ettenheimer
white marble monument, beautiful obelisk, made by Christian stonemason Friedrich Schuelin
in Augsburg, who had his workshop at Haunstetter Strasse 28, next to the Christian cemetery
Moritz Gutmann then was since 22 May 1882 married to his second wife Jette nee Rosenfels
(2 Apr 1860 Dormitz near Forchheim – 13 May 1941 Fuert)
daughter of Sigmund Rosenfels + wife Regina nee Bergmann (lived in Erlangen in 1882)

284 = 204  HANNA GUTMANN (29 Jul 1828 Oettingen - 17 Nov 1880 Oettingen)
daughter of Hirsch Michael Badmann + second wife Madele nee Meier
married since 28 Aug 1855 in Oettingen to Henle Moses Gutmann (grave 165)
(4 Apr 1825 - 10 Jan 1881 Oettingen)
son of Moses Jonas Gutmann + wife Bessele nee Gutmann

285 = 207  KLARA KUGLER (24 Oct 1824 Bechhofen – 10 Apr 1881 Oettingen)
daughter of Moses Seckel Levi Zollfrei + wife Sussle
married since 24 Aug 1854 in Hainsfarth to Bernhard Kugler (grave 257) = his first wife
(31 Dec 1823 Hainsfarth – 27 Dec 1893 Oettingen)
son of Salomon Kugler + wife Merle nee Einhorn
Bernhard Kugler was since 25 Aug 1881 married to his second wife Sara Oberdorfer nee Kohn
(born 5 May 1835 Crailsheim) = widow of Urias Oberdorfer in Oberdorf (1814 – 1878)
daughter of Samuel Kohn + wife Gela in Crailsheim
Sara Kugler nee Kohn died after 1881, but not in Oettingen

286 = 208  CAECILIE BETTMANN ( ca 1807 Pappenheim - 3 Sep 1881 Oettingen)
daughter of Samuel Schwarz + wife Blumele
married since 14 Mar 1837 to hides & pelts trader and appraiser Isak Marx Bettmann (grave 020)
(24 Jan 1809 Oettingen – 22 Feb 1853 Oettingen)
illegitimate son of Hendel nee Regensburger, who one year later on 3 Jul 1810 in Oettingen
got married to Marx David Bettmann

287 = 214  HANNA UNTERMEIER (15 Sep 1817 Steinhart - 12 Jan 1883 Oettingen)
daughter of Moses Heymann + wife Gutel
married since 22 Dec 1839 to Michael Untermeier from Steinhart
(ca 1815 Steinhart - ?) didn't die in Oettingen
son of David Untermeier + wife Merle
poem in German language:
"Ein Mutterherz das treu geschlagen
fuer ihrer Kinder stetes Wohl
ruht unter diesem schlichten Stein
hier ist ein Gott geweihter Ort
stirbt alles auch auf dieser Erde
die Mutterlieb lebt ewig fort"
stonemason = Zimmer

288 = 216  ZIERLE LEA KOCH (1 Apr 1818 Oettingen - 20 Jan 1884 Oettingen)
unmarried daughter of Meier Falk Koch + wife Sorle

289 = 217  MINA GUTMANN (9 Nov 1840 Steinhart - 30 Mar 1884 Oettingen)
daughter of Michael Untermeier + wife Hanna nee Heymann
wife of Isaac Gutmann from Roth in Central Franconia ( grave 178)
(4 Sep 1834 Roth – 14 Jun 1918 Oettingen)
son of Jakob Loew Gutmann + first wife Sara
daughter Sophie see grave 291

290 = 219  HELENE RIES (5 Nov 1863 Hainsfarth – 14 Aug 1884 Oettingen)
daughter of Seligmann Ries (died 15 Sep 1865 in Hainsfarth) + wife Therese nee Steiner
(12 Dec 1824 Steinhart – 12 May 1916 Oettingen)

poem in German language:
"Bluehend einer Rose gleich
Erfreute sie uns hinhieden
Gluecklich in des Vaters Reich
Lebt sie nun in Frieden"
Engel jauchzen Dir entgegen
Als sie scheidend uns verliess
Wo Lieb and Hoffnung sich begegnen
Da froh man sie willkommen heisst
Ist auch die Huelle uns entschwanden
Ihr Geist bleibt stets mit uns verbunden"

Therese Ries (+ daughter Helene) had moved to Oettingen after her husband had died in Hainsfarth

291 = 220  SOPHIE GUTMANN (4 May 1864 Roth / Central Franconia – 13 Oct 1884 Oettingen)
dughter of Isaac Gutmann in Oettingen + wife Mina nee Untermeier (graves 353 + 289)
poem in German language:
"Du bluestest wie die Rose
Und wie die Liebe rein
Ruhst nun im Totenkleide
Mein Kind, fromm and rein
Doch ist die Huelle auch entschwunden
Dein Geist bleibt stets mit uns verbunden
Den teuren Vater, Deine Brueder
in jener Welt siehst Du sie wieder
Im Grab ist Ruh, im Leben Schmerz
Drum ruhe sanft Du teures Herz"

292 - 304  Grave monuments next to the house of the cemetery caretaker are completely covered with
ivory, which makes verification impossible. The following notations therefore are based on
the photos of 1988.

292 =  MINA HERRMANN (ca 1810 Hainsfarth – 21 Apr 1885 Oettingen)
born as "Michle", daughter of Loew David Herrmann + wife Jette/Judith nee Gutmann
married since before 1838 to David Herrmann
(ca 1808 Hainsfarth - before 1885 New York)
son of Isaak Abraham Herrmann + wife Fany
Couple had emigrated via Bremen on ship "Isabella", arriving at New York on 7 Sep 1838,
so far no further clear evidence from USA census available
stonemason = Leitner

293 =  THERESSE MICHELBAChER (14 Dec 1842 Oettingen – 26 Jul 1885 Munich)
dughter of leather trader Nathan Gutmann + wife Fanni nee Waldmann
married since 24 Oct 1871 to Amson Michelbacher (Therese was his first wife) (grave 131)
(13 Nov 1844 Oettingen – 22 Apr 1912 Oettingen)
son of Abraham Michelbacher + wife Therese nee Gutmann
Amson Michelbacher was since 19 Dec 1886 married to his second wife Amalie nee Gutmann
(17 Mar 1862 Hainsfarth – 10 Nov 1926 Oettingen )
(grave 235)
daughter of Simon Abraham Gutmann + wife Regine nee Steiner

294 =  ESTHER ENGLAENDER (19 Aug 1805 Oettingen – 4 Jan 1886 Oettingen)
daughter of Isac Koppel Badmann + second wife Mali
married since 1 May 1851 in Oettingen to Heinrich Enslaender (grave 067)
(ca 1798 Hainsfarth – 2 Aug 1863 Oettingen)
son of Jakob Isaac Enslaender + wife Theres
Esther was first married since 29 Sep 1830 in Oettingen to Moses Baer
(ca 1796 Hainsfarth – 23 Aug 1849 Oettingen)
son of Loew Abraham Baer + wife Sara

poem in German language:
"Ein Mutterherz, das treu geschlagen
fuer ihrer Kinder stetes Wohl
ruht unter diesem schlichten Stein  
der jedem Fremden sagen soll  
hier ist ein Gott geweihter Ort  
stirbt alles auch auf dieser Erde  
die Mutterlieb lebt ewig fort"

295 = 233  
JETTE REGENSBURGER (20 Mar 1820 Altenstadsdt – 10 Mar 1886 Oettingen)  
daughter of peddler Mayer Weil + wife Jeanette nee Bach  
made since 29 May 1844 in Oettingen to master weaver Abraham Regensburger (grave 261)  
(25 Aug 1816 Oettingen – 5 May 1892 Oettingen)  
son of Joseph Loew Regensburger + wife Jette nee Bettmann

296 = 237  
ESTHER HERRMANN (ca 1816 Steinhart – 19 Jun 1886 Oettingen)  
unmarried daughter of Samuel Herrmann + wife Treinle nee Weinberger

297 =  
JEANETTE HEYMANN (ca 1798 Steinhart – 18 Dec 1886 Oettingen)  
unmarried daughter of David Heymann + wife Flora

298 =  
FANNY GUTMANN (1 May 1811 Oberdorf – 10 Apr 1887 Oettingen)  
daughter of Samuel Baer + wife Madel nee Oberdorfer  
made since 16 Aug 1836 in Oettingen to master bookbinder Moritz Gutmann (grave 212)  
(13 Mar 1808 Oettingen – 29 Mar 1887 Oettingen)  
son of Henle Jonas Gutmann + wife Hindele

299 =  
BABETTE SCHLOSSMANN (ca 1811 Steinhart – 15 Jun 1887 Oettingen)  
daughter of Samuel Herrmann + wife Treinle  
made since 23 Nov 1841 in Steinhart to tailor Salomon Schlossmann (grave 262)  
(ca 1811 Steinhart – 17 Jul 1891 Oettingen)  
son of Isaac Schlossmann + wife Bessel

300 = 247  
FANNY GUTMANN (17 Apr 1818 Kleinerdlingen – 14 Feb 1888 Oettingen)  
daughter of Jakob Waldmann + wife Regine nee Zollfrei  
made since 7 Jan 1840 in Oettingen to leather trader Nathan Gutmann (grave 064)  
(25 Oct 1809 Oettingen – 27 May 1866 Oettingen)  
son of Jakob Jonas Gutmann + wife Theres nee Meier

301 = 248  
JEANETTE WACKER (16 Aug 1846 Oettingen – 1 Jul 1888 Oettingen)  
unmarried daughter of milk trader Salomon Wacker + wife Sophie nee Hermann

302 =  
BERTHA BADMANN (18 Nov 1855 Scheinfeld – 18 Aug 1888 Oettingen)  
daughter of Marum Wohl + wife Agathe  
made since 1 Jul 1879 in Nuernberg to merchant Louis Badmann (= his first wife) grave 223  
(5 Jun 1852 Oettingen – 6 May 1930 Oettingen)  
son of Moritz Badmann + wife Lea nee Wambold  
Louis Badmann was since 28 Oct 1890 married to his second wife Rachel Rosenbaum  
(29 Oct 1862 Theilheim – ca 1940 Manchester / England)  
daughter of Isaac Loeb Rosenbaum + wife Gela nee Klau  
Rachel Badmann emigrated to England with granddaughter Irene Badmann

303 = 252  
KAROLINE ENGLAENDER (ca 1807 Hainsfahr – 12 Dec 1888 Oettingen)  
daughter of Jakob Isaac Englender + wife Theres  
made since 31 May 1836 in Hainsfahr to dayworker David Loeb Englender from Hainsfahr  
(ca 1794 Hainsfahr – 24 Jun 1871 Hainsfahr)  
son of Simon Isaac Englender + wife Schiffele (?)

304 =  
NN MICHELBACHER (8 Aug 1850 Oettingen – 8 Aug 1850 Oettingen)  
stillborn son of master soapcook Abraham Michelbacher + wife Sophie
END OF GRAVE LIST